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PREFACE

Since 1960 the influence of external magnetic and electric fields on the 
transport properties of dilute gases has been intensively investigated by 
the Leiden Molecular Physics Group. This thesis deals with the investigations 
on the electric field effects performed so far at Leiden.

The first chapter describes the methods to measure the change of the 
viscosity and the heat conductivity in an electric field. The experimental 
results for a selected group of polar molecules are discussed. It is interesting 
to note that the heat conductivity of strongly polar gases increases when 
an electric field -is applied, while the viscosity always decreases. The two 
existing theories for polar symmetric top molecules are compared. A synthesis 
of both theories is worked out and the result is shown to describe the ex
perimental results satisfactorily.

In chapter II the reliability of the heat conductivity measurements is 
investigated by studying both the electric and the magnetic field effects 
for the heat conductivity of NF3. It is shown that the experimental data 
are internally consistent.

Chapter III contains a study of the anomalous behaviour of the heat 
conductivity of strongly polar gases. Experiments on polar-nonpolar 
gas mixtures show evidence of two types of contributions; one giving 
rise to a decrease, the other to an increase in the heat conductivity when 
an electric field is applied. The latter contribution can be related to the 
electric dipole-dipole interactions between the molecules.

Analogous to the Stark effect, the field behaviour of the transport pro
perties may be linear (first order) or quadratic (second order) in the field. 
Due to the inversion doubling of ammonia, NH3 may show such a second
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dei beha\ iour, as is experimenrally verified for a gasmixture of NH3 
and nonpolar gas N2. This subject is discussed in the last chapter.
\T 1^1° W01^ (chapter I) resulted from a close cooperation with the
! o ecu ar hysics Group at Genova. The investigations on the viscosity 
have been performed by F. Tommasini, A. C. Levi and G. Scoles, at the 

stituto di I isica dell Universita di Genova”. The formal theory as given 
in chapter I, appendix A, has been worked out by A. C. Levi.
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Chapter I

VISCOSITY AND THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY 
OF POLAR GASES IN AN ELECTRIC FIELD

Synopsis
The influence of an electric field on the viscosity and thermal conductivity of gases 

of polar molecules has been investigated both theoretically and experimentally. The 
two different methods to solve the kinetic equation for polar symmetric top mole
cules, i.e. the perturbative method, employed by Mikhailova and Maksimov, and the 
variational method, employed by Levi, McCourt and Tip, have both been refined. The 
improved methods now yield the same result: the field dependence of the electric 
effect is essentially the same as obtained by Mikhailova and Maksimov whereas the 
terms contributing to the effect are essentially those given by Levi, McCourt and Tip. 
Measurements on the viscosity coefficient 773 and the thermal conductivity coefficient 
?" are described. The hot-wire method which has been used for the thermal con
ductivity measurements is thoroughly discussed. The experimental results extend to 
the linear molecule NO, the oblate symmetric top molecules: NF3, CHF3, CHCI3, 
N(CH3)3, the prolate symmetric top molecules: CH3F, CH3CI, CHsBr, CH3CN and 
the slightly asymmetric top molecules: CH3NH2, C2H5CI, C2H5CN, CH3NO2.

The data for 773 are in direct agreement with the improved theory, talcing one term 
into account. The behaviour of can also be explained on the basis of the improved 
theory, but generally two terms have to be taken into account, including one term 
due to non-invertible collisions. The cross-sections derived from the 773 data agree 
with the cross-sections obtained from nonresonant absorption.

1. Introduction. It is at present well known, both experimentally 1»2) and
theoretically3*4), that the transport coefficients of all polyatomic gases
change when they are placed in an external magnetic field and that the 
study of such changes may prove very useful in obtaining information about 
the non-spherical part of the intermolecular interactions. For a survey of 
the various investigations we refer to refs. 5 and 6.

In this paper we present the study of the influence of an electric field on
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the transport properties of many polar gases, most of which are symmetric 
tops, in order to compare the results with the existing theories of the phe
nomenon7'8).

The polar gases are of great interest since various problems concerning 
reorientation and inelastic collisions in such systems remain open, in par
ticular the relative importance of resonant collisions. Therefore the present 
results should be compared with those of other methods such as the study 
of the temperature dependence of the transport properties9’10), light 
scattering43), the direct study of collisions with molecular beams11) and the 
results of microwave spectroscopy: pressure broadening12), non-resonant 
absorption13) and the double resonance technique14).

Table I

Scheme of coefficients connecting the viscous pressure tensor /I of a polyatomic gas to 
the velocity gradient S in the presence of an electric field E = [E, 0, 0)

n8*XX — 2rji 0
n8oVV 0 — 2r)o
nsizz 0 -2(77! -
n8oVZ 0 0
n80 0 0
TP 0 0

0
— 2(771 - 1]o) 

— 2i]o 
0 
0 
0

0
0
0

— 2(2i]2 - rn) 
0 
0

0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0

— 2*73 0
0 — 2/73

Table II

Scheme of coefficients connecting the heatflux 
through a polyatomic gas to the temperature 

gradient in the presence of an electric field 
E = (£, 0, 0)

(VT)X [VT)y (IVT)Z

qx —A// 0 0
qy 0 -A-l 0
qz 0 0 -A-l

The transport coefficients in the general phenomenological transport 
equations have a tensorial character. For an isotropic medium the trans
port coefficients behave like scalars. In an external field, however, an 
isotropic medium, such as a gas of neutral molecules, may become aniso
tropic and the transport coefficients may show tensorial properties.
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The scheme for all the transport coefficients possible in a magnetic field 
is given in ref. 15. The corresponding scheme in an electric field is the same 
except for the absence of transverse effects due to the different space 
symmetry. On the other hand in the electric case cross effects between 
viscosity and thermal conductivity are possible7). The component schemes 
for the viscosity and thermal conductivity are shown in tables I and II. 
In the present study the coefficients rjs and XU will be considered.

The electric field effect is due to the precession of the molecular electric 
dipole around the direction of E which destroys most of the tensor polari
zation originated by collisions. Normally, the polarization has a negative 
influence upon the collisions which cause it, so that its destruction en
hances the collision probability and reduces the mean free path, producing 
thereby a decrease in all the transport coefficients. Indeed the viscosity 
always decreases in an electric field, as will be seen, with the sole exception 
of ammonia; in the thermal conductivity a few very strongly polar gases 
show an increase.

After an unsuccessful attempt by Ray16) as early as 1922, an electric 
field effect was first measured by Cioara17) on the viscosity of mixtures of 
methyl alcohol and propionaldehyde with methane in 1961. There was no 
further investigation concerning viscosity, apart from some qualitative 
measurements by Amme18), until 1967 when Gallinaro et al.19) published 
results for chloroform and ethyl chloride.

The history of the electric field effect on the thermal conductivity is more 
complicated. Apart from the early attempts of the pioneer in this field, 
H. Senftleben20), which were vitiated by electrostriction, it was not until 
1965 that Senftleben21) himself discovered an effect in the thermal con
ductivity of ethyl chloride and chloroform. He also found indications for 
an anomalous behaviour of the methyl and benzyl cyanides, namely an 
increase instead of a decrease in X. In 1966 Gorelik and Sinitsyn22) measured 
the effect on ethyl chloride, ethyl alcohol and nitrogen trifluoride. In 1967 
De Groot et al.23) confirmed Senftleben’s measurements on the cyanides and 
also found a striking dependence of the electric field effect on the molecular 
dipole moment. New measurements were reported by Gorelik et al. on nitro
gen trifluoride24) and by Borman et al. on various polar gases25). A disa
greement between the results of Gorelik et al.24) and De Groot et al.22) 
will be discussed in chapter II 26).

In section 2 the two existing theories7’8) are compared and the result of 
an improved theory is presented. In section 3 the experimental apparatus 
and results for the viscosity are described. Section 4 is devoted to the 
apparatus and the results for the thermal conductivity. In section 5 the 
results are analysed using a comparison with theory, while section 6 is 
devoted to discussion and conclusions. In appendix A the improvements in 
the theoretical methods are worked out. In the appendices B, C and D
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some non-obvious calculations are presented that are needed in order to 
analyse the theoretical and experimental results.

2. Theory. Theories of the electric Senftleben-Beenakker effects have 
been given by Mikhailova and Maksimov7), hereafter referred to as MM, 
and by Levi, McCourt and Tips), hereafter referred to as LMT. These 
theories both start from the Chapman-Enskog equations, obtained from 
the transport equation by assuming approximate local equilibrium and 
linearizing in the macroscopic gradients. There are, however, several im
portant differences between these theories:
a) The MM theory is classical, while the LMT theory is quantummechanical: 

thus the transport equation for MM is a classical generalization of the 
Boltzmann equation to polyatomic gases, while for LMT it is a gener
alization of the Waldmann-Snider27’28) equation;

b) MM solve the Chapman-Enskog equations by an iteration-perturbation 
procedure, LMT by taking scalar products inside a finite set, which is 
equivalent to a variational principle;

c) MM take for their perturbation approach as unperturbed part of the 
collision operator the collision operator of spherical Maxwell molecules; 
no such assumption is needed in a variational approach;

(i) MM use an expansion in spherical tensors, LMT in Cartesian tensors. 
Point a) is a priori in favour of LMT, but is rather academic for the heavy 
molecules which are dealt with in the present article, since all quantum 
averages coincide with the classical averages to a good approximation. 
Point b) is crucial: it leads to very different averaging procedures in the 
two theories with respect to the relative orientation of angular momentum 
and dipole moment, hence, as will be shown, to very different shapes of 
the dispersion curves. In appendix A it will be seen that the variational 
procedure can be refined to give the same shape for the dispersion curve as 
the iterative procedure. Point c) is a weak point of the MM theory, in
hibiting a correct treatment of reorientation collisions which are very im
portant for the viscosity; however, it is possible to modify the MM theory 
to include all inelastic collisions correctly, by using as unperturbed col
lision operator the diagonal part (with respect to the tensor basis chosen) 
of the total collision operator29). Point d) is purely formal and does not 
involve an)' real change.

In this section only the outline and the results of the refined theories 
will be discussed. In quantum-mechanical language, a state of a symmetric- 
top molecule is defined by three quantum numbers j, k, m (neglecting the 
inversion degeneracy). The rotational Hamiltonian,

(1)
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where the eigenvalues of /2 are /(/ -+- 1), those of J$ are k, and those of 
Jx are m, determines the local equilibrium distribution matrix:

where ft = (kT)*1, W = (0/2m)* p, Q is the one-particle rotational partition 
function and n is the number density.

The exact distribution matrix is given by

/ = U1 +<*>)• (3)
The field has practically no influence on /eq, but it does affect 0. The field 
Hamiltonian is diagonal to a good approximation and is given by

Afield = -dEJ-zjrfx- (4)
Since the field energy depends on the quantum number m, 0 tends to 
become diagonal in m at high fields. This gives rise to a change in the
transport properties.

In the case of the thermal conductivity 0 is given by

0=-~A-VT, (5)

where A satisfies the Chapman-Enskog equation
(2kT V 5 . m r„ . (Ik

X m i (/?-</{» w

= »A-T[jratId> A], (6)

^ being the collision superoperatorf. In the case of the shear viscosity 0 
is given by

0 = -8 : S, (7)

where S is the shear tensor (symmetric traceless part of the velocity 
gradient tensor), and 8 satisfies the Chapman-Enskog equation

-2[W]V [Jt'twa. »]. (8)

where the symbol [ ]te> indicates a natural tensor of rank q (symmetric 
traceless in all pairs of indices).

It is possible to solve the Chapman-Enskog equations (6) and (8) in two 
ways. MM use the perturbation approach, which consists in splitting # into

f # = f0> the collision superoperator defined in eq. (14) of ref. 8 and eq. (4) of
ref. 30.
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two parts
# = #<0> £^(1) (9)

such that the eigenvalues and the tensorial eigenfunctions of ^f(°> are known, 
and then in expanding A and 8 in these eigenfunctions. The}7 chose for 

the collision integral for Maxwell molecules; however, it is probably 
better to choose first a complete set of tensors and then to take #(0) to be 
that part of V? diagonal in this set29). When this is done, observing also 
that the superoperator & defined by

(10)

is tensorially diagonal in the set, the eqs. (6) and (8) being of the form
(#(°> + & + eW) X = K (11)

can be solved by iteration. The zeroth order equation is 
X = (*f<o> + &)-i K (12)

and the general solution is obtained as a power series in e; X and K are 
expanded in the set and the result depends on the off-diagonal matrix 
elements of The lowest non-vanishing order for the electric field effects 
is the second. Of course, only a small number of tensors is actually used. 
On the other hand, LMT use a variational approach. Again a complete set 
of tensors is chosen, but only a small set of these is kept; the eqs. (6) and 
(8) are then solved approximately by taking scalar products with the 
tensors of the small set. Up to this point the two methods are completely 
equivalent. The difference arises from the fact that the tensorial behaviour 
is not all that matters: the quantities A and 8 do not depend only on the 
directions of W and J, but also on their magnitudes and on J\. By its very 
nature, the variational procedure is forced to introduce an additional ex
pansion in orthogonal polynomials depending on those scalar quantities and 
(usually) to keep only a finite number of them.

This problem does not arise in the perturbative procedure. The original 
LMT theory introduces only two polynomials as coefficients of each tensor 
considered. This amounts to that approximation where the matrix repre
senting !F is replaced by a matrix made up of two-by-two blocks. The 
perturbative procedure, on the other hand, keeps the complete matrix auto
matically and is therefore somewhat more refined. As is shown in appendix A, 
it is also possible to obtain the correct results using a variational theory, by 
introducing in the variational set all possible polynomials times the relevant 
tensors. Thus the “improved variational theory” and the “improved pertur
bation theory” give the same results, the tensors being those of LMT and 
the field dependence being given by the MM integrals. (In appendix A a 
more thorough discussion of these points is given.) From here on these
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equivalent theories will be indicated as the “improved theory” IT. In the 
following, the word “term” will be used to indicate an element of the basis 
set for the (operator) space, i.e. a product of tensors and polynomials.

The important terms are, first of all, those which occur in the Chapman- 
Enskog equations; secondly those which are coupled to those of the first 
group via the collision superoperator but feel also the effect of the field,
i.e. do not belong to the null space of &. In the original LMT theory a 
third group was also introduced, composed of tensors twinned to those of 
the second group via &. In the perturbative theory or in the improved 
variational theory this third group does not appear explicitly because the 
effect of the field is treated exactly.

For the viscosity the only term of the first group is [W}(2\ the most 
important term of the second group is probably [J]<2) 1. This has recently 
been proven experimentally for nitrogen, with very high accuracy, by 
Hulsman and Burgmans32). The term [J](2) is not considered by MM be
cause their inconvenient choice of the unperturbed collision operator hinders 
the treatment of cross sections vanishing in the elastic limit; however, an 
improved choice allows the study of this term within the framework of 
perturbation theory.

For the thermal conductivity the terms of the first group are (IF2 — §) W, 
(J2 — </2>) W and (Jl — </!» W; the most important terms of the second 
group are expected to be W[J]W (for the decrease in A) and WJ (for the 
increase in A). The latter term is connected to collisions without an inverse 
(a violation of the naive detailed balance) 30).

The terms of the third group of the original LMT theory are simply 
those of the second group times /$.

For the above mentioned terms of the second group the IT results for 
the shear viscosity and thermal conductivity coefficients are given by:

and

_ rji — y o 

Vo Vo
A?y2 _ V2 — yo 
Vo Vo

Ays _ ?73 — Vo 
Vo Vo

A XU _ XU - Xo 
Xq Xq

AX-1- _ X-1- - A0 
Ao Ao

= 0,

= — 2^02/02(2^02, %), (13)

= —^02/02(102, x),

= —^12/12(^12, *) + 2y>ii/n(fii, x),
(14)

= —^12(2/12(^12, *) -F /12(2^12, *)} + v>n/ii(lii, x),

t For ammonia other terms such as [W]W J may be important30-31).
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where the parameters yj, determining the saturation values, are:

V02 = [ffl2 [200]-i [020]-i;
25 k*T A\2 25 k*T A2u
8 m '[120]sph_; [110]apll

with

(15)

Al2 = 5/^f {(</4> ~ <^2>2)Ci“S2][1002]-1

+ (*- l)«7t>-<7?>2)[!"o3][1003]-i}-p»1][1001]-i,

ft2
Au = {«74> - <73>2)[1?82][1002]-1

+ (* - 1)«7c> - <7?>2)[JS§3][1003]-1}. (16)

The parameter x equals IaI^c, where the moments of inertia I a and I c refer 
to axes perpendicular and parallel to the figure axis respectively. The field 
functions fvq, determining the field dependence, are:

fvQ^VQyx) — <[Jp> Oq [J]M>
(h-UJ~2(2lAkTy- *„)*

x ([J]<0> Oq
1 + (mjJ-2(2iAkTY Im)2

(17)

where p and q are the rank in W and J of the expansion terms respectively. 
The field parameters £ aref:

t 2 dE<J*>Cno = ---- --------------------- •
15 n(2IAkTY [020] '

f12 = J_______dl^L_____• fll = l______^<Z!>____ . (i8)
15 n(2IjJiT)* [120]sph 6 n(2IAkT)* [110]8ph

The relevant collision brackets are given in table III. For the definition of 
the collision brackets the operator is used, so that all brackets
are independent of the density n and the diagonal brackets [pqi] are 
positive.

It ma3^ be clarifying to notice that the field functions / are approximately 
of the type

(co/ppg)2 \
1 + (o>/wM)2 /

(19)

f These field parameters differ by a factor ^J2 from those given by MM7). This 
difference is due to a mistake in the transformation of y(0) in eq. (2.13) to the non- 
dimensional y in eq. (3.1) in the paper of MM.
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Fig. 1. The field dependence of the negative [J](2) and W[J]<2> terms, /02 and /12 (= /02), 
and the positive WJ term, /n, for x == £ and x — 6 according to the improved theory

(IT).

Table III

List of collision brackets used in the text 
[A ; B] = (A&oBy; ^jn *; c is the Levi-Civita tensor

[1001] = J-[(fF2 _ |) h/«; (IF2 - |) IF«]

[1002] = >A(P - </2» W„; (IV2 - i) WJ 
[1003] = U(J2C - <J2c» W*: (A - <J2C» w§j 

[200] = §[[W']$; [W]f^
[120]spll = i[[J]g> Wr; Wr[J]j%]
[123]gpii = J.L/iWS’ Wyl JtWriJ]$l
[H0]sph = wejj
[1 i3]sph = JL/c/.H'p; JtWfjj
[020] = l[[J]$; [_/]£>]

Liao1] = K([F2 - *) w‘- 
[1§82] = |[(/2 - </2» w*; "W© 
cl§83] = KC/| - <7|» wAj-ffl]
[}?§2] = -iWC/2 ~ </2» Wy] W'JJ 
[i?83] = -*««»[[/? - </?» wv- W'JJ 
[§88] = [•>©

23] = /«[J©
(6 = ^0i the collision superoperator defined in eq. (14) ref. 8.

where co— /c7“2 h~l dE is the precession frequency and 1 lojpq the time scale at 
which the relevant process takes place. The calculation of the field functions 
/12 = /02 and /n is elaborated in appendix B. There it is shown that the 
field functions in the classical limit depend only on £ and on *. For two 
typical values of /02 = /12 and fn have been drawn in fig. 1 and for a
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Fig. 2. The field functions /02 (= /12) for various values of ,r according to IT, hori
zontally scaled to their half-values, and the field function / according to the theory of 

Levi, McCourt and Tip (LMT).

number of x values the half values tvq,{, defined by fpq(£yq,{t x) — b are 
given in table IV. The differences between the curves representing a par
ticular field function for different values of x and also the differences be
tween /12 and /11 for a given value of x are a consequence of the averaging 
over all precession frequencies (see eq. (19)). To show clearly the differences 
in shape for different values of in fig. 2 the various functions /02 have 
been plotted in such a way that all curves meet when the function has the 
value b For comparison the field dependence given by LMT, /(£) = 
= £2/( 1 + £2), has also been drawn in fig. 2. The LMT field function /(£) 
is insensitive to the value of x, since the field parameters £ represent average 
precession frequencies in themselves. Roughly speaking the IT and MM 
theories give the average of a function while LMT gives a function of the 
average.

Table IV

$VQ. 1 for different values of 
* = Ia/Ic 

fpq{£pq, 1> x) = \

X £02, i = £12, i £n.i

0.5 3.2 3.0
1.0 4.1 3.4
6.0 13.2 8.5

14.0 21.5 13.0
20.0 26.5 15.5
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For the analysis of the experimental results it will be useful to introduce 
collision frequencies. These can be evaluated from the experimental data as 
follows: the collision superoperator is replaced by a negative constant 
—coPQ : then in the IT theory $Pq = dE(2kTIfrom which is derived

The values of £Pq,i are tabulated in table IV.
To compare the collision frequencies obtained in this way with the elastic 

collision frequency, defined by coc = p\r\, the collision numbers

7 _ Mc _ (2&T7a)* £Pq,i /on
£pq_ —_———-----------------------

(MPq d(LIP)pq, y rj

are introduced.
The expressions for the collision frequencies and the collision numbers

will be used in section 6.

3. Experimental method and results for the viscosity. The experimental 
method has already been outlined in ref. 19 and is basically the same as 
that described in ref. 2. It is a differential method using a Wheatstone 
bridge arrangement of flow resistances as shown in fig. 3. The only differ
ence with the method described in ref. 2 is that the viscosity of the flowing 
gas is changed in all the four resistances by applying the same electric 
field to Ci, C3 and C2, C4 alternately. Such a technique cannot easily be

Fig. 3. Apparatus for the measurement of 113(E). M: micro membrane manometer; 
Ci, C2, C3, C4: flow resistances of the Wheatstone bridge.

Fig. 4. Cross section of the apparatus for the measurement of 113(E).
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applied for the measurements in a magnetic field due to the presence of 
stray fields. A cross section of the bridge is shown in fig. 4. In the upper 
part of the apparatus four holes have been drilled, at 90° from each other. 
Two are for the gas inlet and outlet and two are used to connect the balance 
detector, viz. an Atlas Micro Membrane Manometer (M.M.M.). As can easily 
be seen from fig. 4 the elements of the flow resistances have a rectangular 
cross section (0.05 x 1.5 cm2).

Neglecting the fluid compressibility and the height of the cross section 
in comparison with the width and calling .v the field direction and 2 the flow 
direction, the only non-vanishing component of the velocity gradient is 
dvzldx. Therefore, according to the scheme in table 1 the quantity of interest 
in these measurements is Avzlvo = (??3 — Vo)ho- Applying the field first to 
Ci, C2, then to C2, C4 the M.M.M. gives a signal difference dp, proportional, 
as will be seen, to kvoho and depending on (E/p) where E is the electric 
field strength and p = \(px + Pb)- The M.M.M. signal is recorded on a 
chart recorder and is converted into pressure readings following the cali
bration given by the manufacturer.

The electric field is always present in two flow resistances, so that the 
overall flow resistance of the bridge does not change with the alternation 
of the field i.e. p\ and pB are constant. For such an arrangement and if 
P& — pb <€P& (in our case p& — p\> never exceeds 2 x 10-3 pn) the Hagen- 
Poiseuille equation, neglecting the Reynolds term, gives:

Arjz ( E\_ p&(p2A — pi) dp / K \
vo \P ) ^{p\-pl)(pl-pl)\ P)

where

3 / 7i RT 2-1
~ ~d V T ~W Vo (2)

is the Knudsen correction factor33). In eq. (2), d is the capillary half 
thickness, / is a factor taking into account the surface roughness of the 
capillary walls and R, T and M have the usual meaning. The maximum 
Reynolds number for the flow in the bridge was (%e — 30, so that no 
turbulence took place. If, as usually happens, p\ — pl = p\ — p\ = 
i.e. the bridge is symmetric, expression (1) reduces to:

Arya fE\ = 2p& dp (l+K_
Vo \ P ) Pa + Pb Pa Pb \ P

The Knudsen correction factor K has been determined experimentally 
in the following way. Measurements have been performed at different 
pressures, yielding dispersion-like curves which for the lowest values of the 
pressure do not overlap. The experimental values (Avlv)mcaa. obtained at a
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Fig. 5 Fig. 6

Fig. 5. The measured relative viscosity change (A?;3/?;o)raeag> as a function of Ejp
for CHC13.

□ 7 torr; + 3.6torr; v 1.83 torr; a 1.3torr.

Fig. 6. A 773/770 vs. (l//>)(A?;3/?;0)meas. for different E/p values.
The slope of the straight lines determines the Knudsen correction factor K for CHCI3.

Figs. 7a and 7b. A773/770 vs. Efp for the oblate symmetric top molecules. 
•, □, ■, a, o pressures in the range from 1 to 10 torr;

---------------- y>02f02(^02,
......................... V/(«.
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Fig. 8a and 8b. Aij^/rjo vs. E/p for the prolate symmetric top molecules. 
•, □, ■, A, O pressures in the range from 1 to 10 torr; 
-------------------  Y'02/o2(£o2> %)', x proper to the molecule;
..................... v/(l).

Fig. 9. Arjsfao vs. Elp for the asymmetric top molecules.
C2H5CI: □, ■, •, A, O, 0 pressures in the range from 1 to 20 torr;
CH3NH2: □, #, ■, A, O pressures in the range from 1 to 10 torr;
CH3NO2: A, □, #, ■ pressures in the range from 3 to 7 torr;

------------------------- ^02/02(^02, x); x proper to the molecule.
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fixed E/p value are plotted as a function of (l/^)(A?;/^)meas>. Since

the slope of the plots is equal to K. The obtained experimental values of K 
are, for all measured gases, 2 times the theoretical values if / = 1 is as
sumed in eq. (2). From the experimental conditions the assumption / = 1 
seems not to be unreasonable. The Knudsen correction applied to the ex
perimental points to obtain saturation values never exceeds 30%. As a 
typical example figs. 5 and 6 show the plots from which the Knudsen cor
rection factor IC for CHCI3 has been determined.

The experimental points, corrected for the Knudsen conditions if neces- 
sary, are shown in figs. 7a and 7b for the oblate symmetric tops, in figs. 8a 
and 8b for the prolate symmetric tops and in fig. 9 for the asymmetric tops.

4. Experimental method and results for the heat conductivity. 4a. Experi
mental method and apparatus. The change of the heat conductivity 
in an electric field with the field parallel to the temperature gradient can 
be measured with the parallel-plate method where a voltage difference is 
applied between the plates, or with the hot-wire method where the voltage 
difference is applied between wire and cylinder. It is worthwhile to compare 
first the utility of both methods for the measurement of the field effect.

Since the field effect on the heat conductivity is a function of E/p, the 
measuring range in both methods is limited by the maximum value of E/p 
that can be obtained. The maximum value of E is determined by electrical 
breakdown whereas the minimum value of p is determined by the magnitude 
of the Knudsen effects allowed. In order to get the relevant data in a paral
lel plate apparatus, measurements should be made to a value of E/p at 
least equal to two times (E/p)$. Because of this requirement, for most gases 
one is forced to make measurements in the Knudsen region and thus to 
allow quite large Knudsen corrections. In a hot-wire cell the electric field 
is inhomogeneous and an integrated value of AA/A over the field range of 
the cell is measured. As will be seen later, measurements need now be made 
only up to such a voltage over the cell that the E/p value at the wire is at 
least two times {E/p)i. From breakdown experiments34) it is known that, 
outside the Knudsen region, the maximum attainable E/p value (minimum 
in the Paschen-Back curve) in a parallel-plate apparatus is generally half 
the value of the maximum E/p value at the wire in a wire apparatus. When, 
therefore, an equivalent criterion for the Knudsen limit is used in both 
apparatus, the accessible range of E/p values is roughly a factor 2 larger 
in the wire apparatus.

For the Knudsen limit in the wire apparatus the mean free path of the 
gas molecules must be compared with the diameter of the wire and in the
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parallel plate apparatus with the distance of the plates. The pressure, corre
sponding to the Knudsen limit, will therefore be higher in a hot-wire 
apparatus than the equivalent pressure in a parallel plate apparatus. An 
advantage of the higher pressures is that spurious effects of the wall of 
the apparatus are less likely to be significant (e.g. impurities from the walls 
and pressure changes during the measurements). A third advantage of the 
hot wire method compared with the parallel plate method is the much lower 
heat leak. This is the more important since the polar gases to be investi
gated have in general a very small heat conductivity coefficient. The disad
vantage of the wire apparatus is, of course, the inhomogeneity of the field.

All our measurements have been done with hot-wire cells, similar to the 
cell used by Senftleben, but differing in minor details. In such an arrange
ment the wire is heater, thermometer and ground electrode at the same time. 
A schematic diagram of the apparatus is given in fig. 10. The mantle of the

Fig. 10. Apparatus for the measurement of XH{E).
The electric field is applied between wire and cylinder.
G: glass caps; S: stainless steel cylinder; W: wax layer;
Pt: platinum wire, radius 25 pm; Cu: grounded copper cylinder;
M: mica spacer; C: platinum wire, radius 100 pm; F: feed-through.



cell consists of a stainless-steel tube 15 cm long and 1.5 cm in diameter, 
which is coated inside with a rhodium layer and closed at both ends with 
glass caps containing the feed-throughs of the wire. To avoid electro- 
striction in the oil of the thermostat, the outside of the mantle has first 
been covered with wax as an electrical isolating material and then painted 
with silver paint up to halfway along the glass caps. Since the silver layer 
is grounded it moreover reduces the leak current from the outer electrode 
to the wire. The platinum wire is kept in the centre by mica spacers at the 
ends of the mantle. Centring the wire is not only important for a sym
metrical heat transport but also for avoiding electrostatic forces on the wire. 
The portion of the wire between the spacers has a diameter of 50 jxm and a 
resistance R(0) at 20°C of 7.96 ohm. Outside the spacers the diameter is 
200 (xm and at one end the wire has been spring-wound to stretch the thin 
part. Special care has been taken to maintain a high breakdown voltage, 
among other things by cleaning the surfaces of the electrodes and by re
stricting light from outside. In an earlier apparatus (apparatus I) the cells 
differ from those described (apparatus II) in the mounting of the outer 
electrode. In apparatus I a copper cylinder has been glued to the inside of 
a glass tube with an industrial glue (locktite) and the potential lead goes 
through the inlet tube to the top of the thermostat. The outside of the glass 
tube has again been silver-painted. The dimensions differ in the diameter 
of the outer cylinder, 2.4 cm instead of 1.5 cm and in the length, 137 mm 
instead of 150 mm. The change of the heat conductivity due to an electric 
field has been measured differentially by using the two identical cells and 
two variable resistances of about 100 H in a Wheatstone bridge. In one of 
the cells a positive or negative voltage is applied to the cylinder. Both 
cells are placed in a thermostat filled with kerosene. As the heat generated 
in the cells is small, temperature control of the bath is not necessary. A 
change in the heat conductivity in one cell due to the field effect gives rise 
to a change in temperature of the platinum wire and thus to a change of 
the wire resistance. The unbalance of the Wheatstone bridge is directly 
measured by means of a Keithly nanovoltmeter and recorded on a chart 
recorder. For the calibration, the deflection on the recorder due to a change 
of the wire temperature is compared with the change due to a variation of 
one of the variable resistances. With a temperature difference AT of about 
10°C between wire and cylinder a resolving power dT/AT = 5 X 10-7 is 
reached.

If one of the cells is replaced by a variable resistance, the wire resistance 
at various bridge currents can be determined. Then the absolute value of 
the heat conductivity can also be evaluated. The methods used to account 
for the temperature distribution along the wire and the various heat losses 
of the cell are explained in appendix D.

Finally we note that Knudsen effects and effects of electrostriction in the
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gas have been avoided by limiting the pressure range in which the various 
gases have been measured. The only exception is NO where indeed Knudsen 
effects have been observed.

4b. Results for the polyatomic molecules. The relative change of 
the wire temperature ST/AT has been measured as a function of the voltage 
difference V over the cell at various gas pressures p for eleven different 
polar gases. Figs. 11, 12, 13 show double logarithmic plots of the measured 
values of dTjAT as a function of V\p for the oblate symmetric, the prolate 
symmetric and the asymmetric-top molecules respectively.

The gases CH3CN, C2H5CN and CH3NO2 show an increase of the heat

Fig. 11. 6T/AT vs. Vjp for the oblate symmetric top molecules.
CHF3: O 14.9 torr; A 32.0 torr; □ 206.4 torr;
NF3: O 22.9 torr; A 37.0 torr; □ 83.5 torr;
CHC13: O 19.0 torr; A 26.5 torr; □ 38.5 torr;
N(CH3)3: O 7.2 torr; A 10.2 torr; □ 13.5 torr;

^12^12(^12, £)•
Fig. 12. 6T/AT vs. Vjp for the prolate symmetric top molecules. 

Open points indicate a decrease of XU; 
full points indicate an increase of XU.
CH3CN: 
CH3F: 
CH3CI: 
CH3Br:

16.5 torr; 
9.6 torr; 
6.8 torr; 
4.0 torr;

28.5 torr; 
14.7 torr; 
10.0 torr; 
6.0 torr;

32.5 torr; 
20.7 torr; 
13.0 torr; 
8.6 torr;

vm-
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10 -

Fig. 13. dT/AT vs. V/p for the asymmetric top molecules. 
Open points indicate a decrease of 
full points indicate an increase of ?JI.

CH3NO2: • 10.4 torr; A 14.2 torr; ■ 17.7 torr;
C2H5CN: • 10.4 torr; A 17.0 torr; ■ 18.8 torr;
C2H5CI: o 12.2 torr; a 16.7 torr; □ 41.0 torr;
.............. V>F(t)-

conductivity when the electric field is applied (positive effect); all the other 
gases show a decrease (negative effect).

For each gas measurements of 6T have been done for at least three differ
ent pressures, whereas AT has been measured at one or more of the highest 
pressures. Since for all gases the points constitute a single curve, Knudsen 
effects in 6T/AT are below the limit of accuracy. For the sake of distinctness 
only three different pressure series are presented in the graphs, i.e. the highest, 
the lowest and one pressure in between. For all measured gases the correction 
factor/= — (6T/AT)^ (AA///A)8ttt, accounting for the various heat losses, varies 
between the limits 1.03 and 1.01 (see appendix D). Some of the gases have 
been measured in apparatus I, the others in apparatus II. For most gases 
positive as well as negative voltages have been applied to the cylinder. 
The results are found to be independent of the polarity. The temperature 
difference AT between wire and cylinder varied between 5°C-15°C. The 
absolute values of the heat conductivity coefficients, Ao, have been de
termined for all measured gases using eq. (4) of appendix D. The results
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O 9.1 torr; □ 15.6 torr; 0 31.4 torr; a 50.0 torr.

are listed in table V. As a check the heat-conductivity coefficients of D2, 
Ne, O2, N2, Ar and Kr have been determined and are found to deviate 
less than 2% from the literature values35).

For a number of other gases the sign of the effect has been determined, 
but as the effects appeared to be very small no attempts have been made to 
obtain saturation curves. These results are included in table V.

4c. Results for NO. Because of its exceptional molecular state some 
measurements have also been performed on the linear polar molecule NO. 
This gas is in a 211 state at room temperature so that the total angular 
momentum is not perpendicular to the molecular axis as for most linear 
molecules. This gives rise to a first-order electric effect A A/A = /(E/p) in 
contrast to other linear molecules which should show a second-order electric 
effect AA/A = !(E2jp) comparable to the second-order Stark effect3). Due 
to the small effective electric dipole moment along the J axis (dctt & 0.016 D) 
only the first part of the curve could be measured. For small values of £ it 
follows from the discussion in appendix C:

where C\ and C2 are dependent on the molecular properties of NO. A plot 
of the measured <5T/Ar versus (V/p)2 is shown in fig. 14. The different 
slopes for different pressures, ranging from 10-50 torr, are apparently due 
to Knudsen effects. 5

5. Analysis of the results. In the case of the viscosity the theoretical 
curves representing the IT functions /o2(£o2, %) fit the experimental data 
with great accuracy for both the prolate and the oblate symmetric-top
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molecules (figs. 7a and 7b, 8a and 8b, 9). The corresponding IT parameter 
values are reported in table V. The estimated error in the quantities 
(A?73/?7o)sat and (£//>).. is certainly less than 10%. For the oblate molecules 
it is also possible to fit the experimental data with simple LMT functions 
/(£), although even in this case the agreement is less accurate than with 
A)2(£o2, x). In fig. 7a the dashed curve is the /(£) fitting the data for CHF3. 
For prolate molecules the fit with /(£) is hardly possible as may be seen from 
fig. 8a, where the results for CH3CI are presented.

In the case of the heat conductivity the measurements yield the relative 
change of the wire temperature 6T/AT as a function of the voltage differ
ence V between wire and cylinder. As has been shown in appendix C the 
relation between the measured quantities is given by

(C.6)
HR 2)

and
A XU dldT/AT)
—— = —a ———-—■■■■ (C.8)

A0 d In(Vlp) ’

where a = \n(R.2lRi) and R2 and R\ are the cylinder and wire radius 
respectively. Therefore, two procedures can be followed to extract the para
meters of the field effect, (AA///Ao)sat and (£/£)>, from the measurements:

a) The theoretical curve AXII/Ao versus £ can be integrated, according to 
eq. (C.6), to yield 6T/AT as a function of £(2?i). The various theoretical 
curves obtained in this way can then be compared with the experimental 
data.

b) The experimental curve 6T/AT versus V\p can be differentiated ac
cording to eq. (C.8) to yield A)J>IXq as a function of E(Ri)jp. This curve can 
then be compared with the various theoretical curves for the field effect.

Both methods are equivalent for it is clear from fig. 15, for example, that 
an extrapolation of the curve AMt/Ao versus E\p from say 90% to satu
ration is, as far as accuracy is concerned, comparable to extrapolation of 
the curve 6T\AT as a function of V\p from 25% to saturation (see also 
appendix C). For the presentation of the results and for estimation of the 
accuracy of the extracted parameters the first method has the advantage 
that the original measured data and their spread are shown in the graphs 
where the theoretical and the experimental curves are compared.

In fig. 15 for the oblate molecule CHCI3 (x = 0.51) the solid curves repre
sent the best fitting IT function /i2(£i2, £), the dotted curves the best 
fitting LMT function /(£). These curves are only slightly different for our 
measuring range and therefore both curves fit within the limits of accuracy. 
The resulting parameters are independent of whether the fit is made with
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Fig. 15. AA///A0 at the wire vs. E/p at the wire for CHCI3 (full points). 
(5T/AT vs. Ejp (= (\/aRi){V/p)) at the wire for CHCI3 (open points).

------------  y>i%F 12(^12. I) and V,i2^7i2(li2» 2) resp.;
----------- and y>F(£) resp.

the 6T/AT curve or with the differentiated curve AA^/Ao. According to the 
IT theory (AA^/Ao)sat = (0.93 d: 0.03) 10-3, (£“//>)* — 800 db 50 V/cm torr 
and according to the LMT theory (AA///Ao)Sat = (0.84 di 0.02) 10-3, (Efp)^ = 
= 680 dt 30 V/cm torr. As can be seen from fig. 15 the different values for 
(AA///A0)sat are a result of the different asymptotic behaviour of the theo
retical curves (see also appendix B). The difference in (E/p)^ values is mainly 
a consequence of the difference in (AA///Ao)sat- The comparison for the other 
oblate molecules leads to similar conclusions as those drawn for CHCI3. The 
IT parameter values for the oblate molecules are listed in table V and the 
corresponding curves are shown in fig. 11. For the prolate molecules the 
situation is different. Fig. 16 shows, for example, the results for the mole
cule CH3F [x = 6.0). Here the solid curves represent the IT function 
/i2(£i2, 6) with the parameter values (AA///Ao)Sat = 1.0 X 10-3 and (E/p)| = 
= 1600 V/cm torr. The deviations are clearly outside the limits of accuracy. 
It is therefore not very appropriate to characterize the data with IT para
meter values. The LMT parameter values are independent of whether the 
fit is made with AA///A0 or ST/AT and are found to be (AA///Ao)Sat = (0.67 i 
0.02) x IQ"3 and (E/p)4 = 770 ± 20 V/cm torr.
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Fig. 16. at the wire vs. Efp at the wire for CH3F (full points).
<5T/Ar vs. Elp (= (\/aRi)(V/p)) at the wire for CH3F (open points).

------------- Vi2-Fi2(£i2> 6) and yi2-Fi2(li2, 6) resp.;
------------ ipF($) and y>F{$) resp.

The comparison for the other prolate tops and the slightly asymmetric tops 
leads to similar conclusions as those for CH3F. Therefore the results for all 
prolate and slightly asymmetric tops are characterized by the LMT para
meter values. These parameter values are listed in table V and marked by 
a star. In figs. 12 and 13 the corresponding LMT curves are shown.

Some of the present results can be compared with those reported by 
Senftleben21), Gorelik et a/.24) and Borman et al.25). Senftleben employed 
the hot wire method in an arrangement similar to ours, i.e. with a radial 
inhomogeneous field. Quantitative results were presented for CHCI3 and 
C2H5CI, and for CH3CN and C6H5CN an increase in A was reported. Un
fortunately Senftleben equated the relative change of the wire temperature 
directly to the relative change in the heat conductivity of the gas 
((5T/AT = AA/A) instead of using eq. (C.6). As a consequence Senftleben’s 
paper does not contain the necessary information on the geometry of his 
cells, i.e. wire and cylinder diameters. An exact comparison with his results 
is therefore not possible. Gorelik et al. and Borman et al. also use the hot 
wire method but the field is that of a parallel plate capacitor with the 
plates, situated inside or outside the cell, parallel to the wire. In these 
arrangements the change of the heat conductivity is assumed to be
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i(AA///A0 + AAx/Ao). In ref. 22 only preliminary results are reported. In 
ref. 25 Borman et al. describe measurements on a number of polar mole
cules. It may first be noted that the Moscow data, just like the Leiden data, 
do not show clear differences in field dependence between the oblate and 
prolate symmetric tops. Since the moments of inertia of most measured 
molecules were unknown, Borman et al. used the MM (= IT) function 
f {1/12(^12, 1) + |/i2(2|i2, 1)} to describe the field dependence and this curve 
fits all the data within the limits of accuracy. This is not necessarily in 
contradiction with our result that the Leiden data can be described with a 
single LMT curve. Unfortunately Borman et al. did not compare their re
sults with LMT.

A comparison between the results of the Moscow group and the Leiden 
group can be made for the molecules NF3, CHCI3, C2H5CI and CH3CN. 
For the first three molecules the various parameter values are collected in 
table VI. It may be noted that all these data are derived from IT functions 
except our data for C2H5CI (LMT) and the Moscow data for NF3 (special 
function24), see table VI). Taking these differences into account and as
suming for the ratio £(AAX -f A)JI)IA)JI a value J, a discrepancy of about 
a factor 2 in the saturation values of these gases remains to be explained. 
Moreover the differences in (Ejp).» values appear rather erratic. To clarify 
the situation, we thoroughly investigated the change of the heat con
ductivity for NF3 both in electric and magnetic fields with several different 
apparatus. The results, given in chapter II, are found to be internally con
sistent and in perfect agreement with theory and our previous results23). 
These experiments also show that the ratio J(AAX + A?J/)IA?JI = 1.28 
for NF3.

For CH3CN the discrepancy is even more severe. Borman et a/.25) report 
a change from a positive effect to a negative effect in the heat conductivity 
of CH3CN. Such a behaviour is not observed by us nor mentioned by 
SenftlebenL The measurements of Borman extend to a homogeneous electric 
field yielding -£(AA///Ao + AA-^/Ao), an inhomogeneous electric field yielding 
AA///A0 and also to a magnetic field AA-^/Ao. Borman et al. showed that the 
electric field effects on CH3CN can be described with the LMT theory, 
where a positive and a negative contribution is included. On the basis of 
their data we calculated the curve for the parallel field effect and this curve 
is shown in fig. 17 as curve 1; curve 2 in the same figure represents our 
results. We may remark that the curves are drawn as far as measurements 
have been performed. The difference is apparently not a consequence of 
the homogeneity of the field, because the change of sign was also observed 
by Borman et al.25) in an inhomogeneous field. The effect for the inhomo
geneous field has a maximum at 130V/torr and changes sign at a Vjp

t Note added in proof: A behaviour as represented by curve 1 in fig. 17 has recently
been observed in mixtures of CH3CN with N2 (see chapter III).
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Fig. 17. AA///A0 t/s. Efp for CH3CN. 
curve 1: Borman et al. ^ref. 25) ; 
curve 2: present work.

value of 370V/torr. In view of these results we did measurements up to 
500 V/torr. Temperature differences between wire and cylinder of 20°C and 
130°C were established, the latter temperature difference being also used by 
the Moscow group. No absolute values for AA/A were derived from these 
measurements because the Knudsen corrections were unknown but in the 
whole V\p range from 0-500 V/torr no maximum in the effect has been 
observed. From measurements in a homogeneous magnetic field we derived 
that A A/A is smaller than 10~5, in the H\p range from 0 — 5 X 104 Oe/torr, 
although the Moscow group observed a maximum in A A/A of 5 X 10~4 al
ready at Hip as low as 300 Oe/torr. We may point to the fact that the 
electric and magnetic measurements of the Moscow group are internally 
inconsistent. Comparing their E/p values at maximum A A/A or at AA/A = 0 
with the corresponding H\p values, a molecular g factor g = 5 is found, 
which value is an order of magnitude higher than the real values: g//=0.310 
and gJ- == — 0.0317 36). 6

6. Conclusions. It has been noted in the preceding section that the vis
cosity results agree well with the IT theory. As far as the thermal con-
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ductivity is concerned, the same agreement is found for the oblate sym
metric tops, while the prolate ones follow to a good approximation the 
steeper LMT curve. This can tentatively be explained as follows: Each term 
in the expansion of the nonequilibrium distribution function gives a contri
bution having the behaviour of an IT curve. For the viscosity, only the 
[J]*2) term appears to be important, so that the experiments give directly 
an IT curve. For the thermal conductivity two terms can be of importance, 
W\jy® which gives a decrease of A, and WJ which gives an increase. 
This last term can be present if detailed balance is violated. It has been 
proved by experiments in a magnetic field that the W[J]M term domi
nates strongly for the nonpolar and weakly polar molecules (e.g. NF3, 
NO, CO) 37*26). The importance of the WJ term, however, is substantiated 
by the fact that the very strongly polar molecules like CH3CN, CH3N02 
etc. show an increase in A.

Both terms WJ and W[J]W are sensitive to elastic collisions (no change 
in internal quantum state), WJ, however, is almost insensitive to reorien
tation collisions; it can, for instance, be shown that those reorientation col
lisions where the relative velocity of the partners is negligible do not affect 
WJ at all because of angular-momentum conservation. On the other hand, 
W[J]W in the thermal conductivity is almost as sensitive to reorientation 
collisions as [J]<2) in the viscosity. If the elastic collisions are dominant 
the collision frequencies for WJ and W[J]W will be nearly equal and the 
W[J]W contribution will have only a slightly larger half value than the WJ 
contribution, due to its larger average precession frequency (see fig. 1 and 
table IV). When, however, reorientation collisions are dominant the col
lision frequency for W[J]W may be appreciably higher than the collision 
frequency of WJ and the difference in half values between the two terms 
will be much enhanced thereby.

For the weakly polar gas NF3 the WJ contribution is negligible, as has 
been demonstrated by experiments in both electric and magnetic fields 
(chapter II). Presumably detailed balance holds here to a good approximation. 
For this molecule the (E\p)x values for 77 and A are almost the same, showing 
that the W[J]W term and the [J](2) term correspond to the same collision 
frequency. Indeed the elastic and reorientation collision frequencies are 
nearly equal, as is indicated by the fact that both Z12 = 0.74 and Z02 = 0.86 
are close to unity. For the other oblate molecules the WJ term may become 
relatively more important. Since, however, on one hand WJ and W[J]W 
have nearly the same average precession frequency (£i2,*/£n,i « 1, see 
table VII) and on the other hand the collision frequencies do not differ 
very much because reorientation collisions are not much more frequent than 
elastic collisions ((Elp)’ll(Elp)\ ^ 0 both terms saturate at comparable 
field values. As a consequence, the resulting curve still has approximately 
the IT shape.
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Consider now the prolate molecules. The relevant precession frequencies 
for such molecules are roughly a factor 1.5 apart, as is indicated by the 
ratio £i2,i/£n,j in table VII. Moreover, these molecules have larger dipole 
moments than the oblate molecules, which makes reorientation collisions 
more likely, increasing thereby the collision frequency for the W[J]W term 
(but not for the WJ term). In this case the two IT curves have different 
half-values and since the positive WJ contribution saturates earlier and is 
smaller, a steeper curve is obtained.

Finally there are the strongly polar molecules such as CH3CN or CH3NO2 
where the WJ term is dominant. Here the effect becomes positive and the 
half-value, being determined by the elastic-collision frequency, is therefore 
relatively small (see, however, chapter III).

The validity of the foregoing analysis should be checked by measuring 
also A-1- or by experiments on mixtures.

In table V the data are presented in order to indicate the apparent regu
larities. It may be remarked that there seems to be a critical dipole moment 
dc ^ 2.5 debije (independent of the structure of the molecules) such that 
all molecules having d < dc show a negative effect for A, and all molecules 
having d > dc show a positive effect. Also the data of Borman et al. 25) agree 
with this rule. Detailed balance is indeed strongly violated by molecules 
with large dipole moments. The three methyl halogenides CH3F, CH3CI 
and CH3B1' have the same dipole moment and of course the same struc
ture. The data show a regular increase in half-values with mass for both 
rj and A (due to increasing prolateness). The saturation values for A decrease 
in absolute value in the same order, but no such regularity is observed for rj.

In table VII the collision numbers, as calculated from formula (2.21) are 
given. Z02 is given for all symmetric-top molecules, and also for the nearly 
symmetric top C2H5CI; the collision numbers

Z 12 = Z02
WP)l2t

(E/fi) 12 j
and Z11

£12, t

£11, *

m)i**

(miik
z02

are not considered because the measurements yield only a mixture of both. 
For the oblate molecules, however, Z12 » Z02 (&* Zii)> as has been pointed 
out before.

In the case of the viscosity a good deal of information can also be 
drawn from the saturation value, using eq. (2.15). (This is hardly possible 
for the thermal conductivity because of the very complicated structure of 
An and A12> eq. (2.16).) Although the collision bracket [JJJ] is off-diagonal 
and does not really represent an average cross section, it can be taken as a 
measure of the energetically inelastic-collision frequency because it nearly 
vanishes in the absence of these collisions38), so that by introducing an 
energetically inelastic-collision number Z' = [200] [020]-1 e<F (2.15) can be
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Fig. 18. The reorientation collision number Z02 as a function of the dipole moment d.

rewritten:

_ ( _ ^02

\ Vo /sat (Z')2

The values of Z' so obtained are listed in table VII. It can be seen from 
table VII and fig. 18 that Z02 shows a definite decrease with increasing d, 
while Z' oscillates, staying constant in the average. This is reasonable. 
Indeed, a larger dipole moment will certainly increase the reorientation 
probability, but will not affect the energetically inelastic collisions which 
are essentially hard collisions, independent of the long-range part of the 
potential. It is also interesting to note that the absolute values of Z02 are 
smaller than unity: as has been pointed out before, reorientation collisions 
are extremely probable in polar gases, even more probable than the linear 
momentum-changing collisions that determine the viscosity vo-

In table VII collision cross sections (defined on the basis of the as
sumption that the average collision frequencies are proportional to the 
average cross sections) are also reported. The values of such cross sections

Table VIII

Comparison between the collision frequencies obtained from r\3 and 
nonresonant microwave absorption

Gas C002 wnonresonant O) 02

P P wnonre8onant

10G s-1 torr-1 106 s-1 torr-1

chf3 14.5 12.8 1.13
ch3f 31.4 28.4 1.11
ch3ci 25.1 28.4 0.88
CH3Br 27.8 24.1 1.15
CH3CN 75.4 86.5 0.87
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are independent of the value of the viscosity rjo which for a number of gases 
is not known experimentally but is evaluated from A0: in those cases o0o is 
more reliable than Zoo.

Finally, a comparison is made between the collision frequencies obtained 
from (E/p)*, corresponding to Z02, and the collision frequencies obtained by 
Birnbaum39) from measurements of nonresonant microwave absorption. 
This is possible for five gases and the comparison is given in table VIII. 
The collision bracket, which is of importance for nonresonant absorption 
is of the type: (l/w)</“2/cand corresponds therefore to a 
reorientation cross section analogous to ao2- It can indeed be seen that for 
all five gases the collision frequencies obtained from the nonresonant 
microwave absorption and this experiment are nearly equal, although the 
frequencies for the various gases are very different.

A similar comparison with resonant absorption is impossible because the 
resonant cross section, while also sensitive to reorientation, is strongly 
influenced by perturbations which can disturb the absorption process. The 
cross sections may therefore be an order of magnitude larger than for the 
nonresonant case40).
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APPENDIX A

In this appendix the perturbative and the variational methods will be 
compared. The problem is to find approximations to the scalar product

X! = (/C,X), (1)

where K and X are vectors of a Hilbert space H, and X is the solution of
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the equation

K = (V + F) X. (2)

V and F are linear operators in H (the “collision" and “field" operators). 
An orthonormal basis set {^»} will be chosen in H, and the following as
sumptions made:

l/yi = K; #ln = Wni = 0 unless n = 1,2; ^nn — An real; 
Fxl\ = 0; ^22 = 0; (3)

Moreover, the off-diagonal elements of # will be assumed to be small in 
comparison to the diagonal ones.

a) Perturbative method. # can be split into two parts:
<6 = <g(0) + £<<f(i) (4)

such that &(°) is diagonal, #<L> is purely off-diagonal and £ is a small number. 
Then eq. (2) can be solved formally:

X = (tf <o> + ^ X
= (tf<o> + ^*)-i {1 + e^(D(^(0) + X. (5)

Taking the scalar product and expanding in ascending powers of e one 
obtains

Xi = (X, (‘jf(O) + F)~lK) - e{K, (VI® + + F)~l K)
+£2(A:,(^(0)+«^r)“1<^(1)(<^(0)-fJr)-1<^(1)(<^(0)+^r(1))"1/<■)—... (6)

Because of the conditions (3) the first term equals Afl, the second vanishes 
and the third equals:

*r2Vi2V2i[(v<°> + ^')-i]22. p)

The “field effect", i.e. the difference between X\ and the same quantity 
computed in the absence of F is then

AXi = At*V12Vti{[(VW + ^')"1]22 ~ V1}

= -Af2A2" ^i2^2i [(W + F]t2. (8)

This is the generalized MM result. It goes over to the LMT result in the 
following approximation: there exists ^3 such that — 0 unless n — 3; 
.^23 = —F32 is real. In this case eq. (8) is replaced by the simpler result

which easily can be proved at low fields by expanding both (8) and (9) in 
power series in the field and identifying the terms.
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b) Variational method. In the variational method no splitting of # 
is necessary, but a certain partial set S of basis vectors is chosen and scalar 
products are taken with the elements of the set. Two choices are here in 
order: the first is ^i, xf/2, ^3; the second is Yi, W2 and all the basis vectors 
Wn coupled to *ff2» directly or indirectly, via . The variational equations 
have the form

1 = (Wi, (<f + *) X),
0 = (Yn, (* + &) X), (n > 1), (n 6 S).

By letting

X = S XnWn,
n

the eqs. (10) become

1 = A1X1 + »i2X.

0 = ^2lXi -f- A2X2 T" 2 ^2»Xji -T 2 2nXn,
n>2 »>2

0 = AWXW + 112X2 T" 2 nmX'm "T 112X2 T* 2 mnXm,
m#2,7i m^2,n

(n > 2).

These equations can be simplified by neglecting all off-diagonal matrix 
elements of # except ^12 and #21:

1 = A1X1 -f- ^12X2,
0 == ^21X1 + A2X2 + 2 ^2nXn> 0^)

n> 2
0 = AWXW + 712X2 ~b 2 •-^rnmXm> {n > 2).

m^2,n
Now the coefficients Xn can be split into a field-independent part and a 
change in the field:

Xn = X°n + AX„. (14)

The field-independent equations are

1 = XiX[ + VuXl
0 = V2iX°1 +hXl (15)
0 = Xl (n > 2),

with the approximate solution
X\ = ^, X\ = X°n = 0, (»> 2). (16)

By subtracting (15) from (13) the equations 

0 = ^iAXi -j- \2t\X2j

(10)

(11)

(12)
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(17)0 — ^2lAXi + A2AX2 -f- iXn>
n> 2

0 = XnX.n -f- cF^,2X9 4" ?Fn2(XX2 4“ ^nmXjji, (fl > 2),
m^2,n

are obtained, where the first term on the r.h.s. of the second equation is 
very small and can be neglected. The first equation gives

XX i = -l~1V12AX2. (18)

To solve the other equations for AAr2 first the simpler set Wi, XIJ2, ¥y3 will 
be considered. In this case the equations reduce to

0 = A2AX2 4- fF23X3,
(19)

0 = A3X3 4“ ^32^2 4" ^*32 A A 2,

with the solution

AX2 ~^h
^"23 4~ ^2^3

Y 0 A 9, (20)

whence, using (16) and substituting then into (18) one obtains the LMT 
result

AXx = -Af%" ^12^21
<zr 2

** 23

+ hh '
(21)

which coincides exactly with (9).
On the other hand it is also possible to use the more extended set, ob

taining then, instead of (19), the equations
0 = A2AX2 + (<rx)2,

(22)
0 = XnXn 4- (^X°)n 4- (^AX„), (n > 2),

equivalent to the operator equation on the subspace orthogonal to K:
0 = #«>)AX + «TX° 4- ^AX, (23)

whose solution is
AX = -(^(0) + ^)-i ^X°. (24)

In particular
AX2 = - [(^<°> 4- &Y1 ^]22 x§. (25)

Using (16) and substituting then into (18), the result

AXi = -Af%-^12^21 [(^(0) 4- F)~l ^]22 (26)
is obtained. This coincides exactly with the MM result (8). Thus the LMT 
is that approximation to the generalized MM result which is obtained by 
restricting the variational set to a finite set (in particular, a set of three 
vectors).
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APPENDIX B

All field functions /(£) occurring in the LMT theory have the simple dis
persion form

m = -T-i -fi2

whereas in the IT theory the functions fpq(£vq, x) are given by

1

(1)

tpq[£pq, X)
<[J]<«> Q9 [J]«?)>

(h-UJ-2{2IxkTY- Spq)*x ([J](ff) oQ
1 + (h-lJJ-2(2lAkT)'- Zpq)2

(2.17)

The functions describing the field dependence of the viscosity and thermal 
conductivity are /02 and /12, fn respectively. Taking the classical limit of 
eq. (2.17) the MM field functions are obtained7). As shown in section 2, 
eq. (2.19), the IT field functions in principle have the form of a simple 
(LMT) dispersion function weighted with J'1(i and averaged with the Boltz
mann factor. For this reason the IT functions do not only depend on £ 
but also on the moments of inertia and on the rank q of J. This fact is 
reflected in the different asymptotic behaviour of the field functions, i.e. 
in the low field range:

m ~p>

Ip2{£p2, X) 

/ll(£ll, x)

_________________ t2
*(3*-2 + 4X-1 + 8) p2' (2)

(2 + *-i)(l - x)

l-

['

(2 + *"i)(l - x)

and in the high field range:

1

2(1

m ~1 - I2

tp2[£p2, X) ~ 1 —

/u(£n, x) ~ 1 —

2V t71*)

4 y/(nx) 1
(2 + ari) If 11I

(x-1 — 1)*
tg~l(x--

for X < 1

1 Inf'1 + (1
- *-!)* 1 \

,1 -(1
for a; > 1

1
ifP2i ’

fc2

(3)
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I he asymptotic behaviour of the function fpq(£pq, x) has been calculated 
from eq. (2.17) by taking the classical limit.

In the classical limit the functions fpq(£pq> x) can be expressed in an 
analytical form for two special cases, i.e.: 
x = extreme oblate symmetric top

M(p2. t) = *(#£. - sj2- |fP2|3 - 3fp2 - Ifpal5)

+ ! (2^,, + 3 |fp2|3 + 3fp2 + IM5)' ^(Ifjial W2)*

/ii(ln, D = |^2f31 + Jy |fn|3)

" ■ (x/t ,tul + 2^+ /jl^'^IMW2). (4)

* = 1, spherical top

fp*(6pt. 1) = A (-6 + 12 - |f32 + &)

+ A (6f-22 - 6 + 3«J, - £*2) 4(|fp2|), 

/u(f 11. 1) = | (~ 2V* II11I-1 + 4 - &)

+ §(2£rf-2 + g1)A(l(1M

where ^4 (y) = 

y —> 00,

y ->o,

^/tc y ey2 erfc(y) has the following limiting values41):

1 3 15
~~2y2 + 4y* 8y6

A(y) ~y/ny — 2y2+s/ny3-±yi + -~-y!i-

(5)

(6)

All functions fVq(£Pq, x) presented in the figures have been calculated 
numerically in the classical approximation and checked on their asymptotic 
behaviour with the aid of eqs. (2) and (3). The functions fpq(£pq, \) and 
fpqiUpq, 1) have moreover been calculated with the aid of eqs. (4) and (5).

APPENDIX C

In a hot-wire apparatus with a voltage difference V between wire (radius 
Ri) and cylinder (radius R2) the electric field E is parallel to the tempera-
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ture gradient so that the heat-conductivity coefficient X(E) equals XI 1(E). 
Denoting the radial distance from the centre of the wire by r and defining 
a = ln(R2IRi), the cylindrical symmetric electric field is given by

VE(r) = — (1)
ar

and consequently XI 1(E) also depends on r. This fact has to be taken into 
account when solving the conduction equation. In the stationary state the 
conduction equation

v • (xhvt) = xnvn + vxu • vt = o (2)

holds, and because of the cylindrical symmetry, integration yields 

dT c
— =----———, where c = constant.dr ?Ji(r) r

Writing ?JI(r) — Xq + AXU(r) and noting that AXH/Xo < 10~2, the tempera
ture difference between wire and cylinder is found to be

R i

ca
AT + dT = —- + — 

Xo
A XU drc r axii 

Xo J ^*o
R 2

(3)

where dT is the change of the wire temperature due to the presence of the 
electric field. Using eq. (1) the relative change of the wire temperature due 
to the electric field can be written in the form

Ri E(R i)

d(ln E). (4)

Since AXH/Xo reaches saturation at high field values, it follows that 

/ <5T \ / A XU
V"AT Jsat ” “ \~X^

6T
AT

1 f A XU dr _ 
a J Xo r

r axii

Rt
a 
E(Ri)

Xo

The theoretical expression for the relative change of the wire temperature 
is obtained by substituting the theoretical expression for AXU/Xo in eq. (4) 
and transforming E to the theoretical field parameter £. This transformation 
is simple since for all theoretical models £ = aE/p, where a is determined 
by the properties of the gas molecules, and eq. (4) becomes

dT
AT

-II
HRi)

AA//(fl
■^0

d(lnf). (6)

HRt)

Since £(R2) = RiR^^Ri), the theoretical expression for <5T/AT is a function
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°f £(AT) only. On the other hand it is also possible to obtain AA///A0 directly 
from the measured change in wire temperature by differentiating eq. (4) 
with respect to In £(AT). Noticing that E(Ro) = (RijRz) E(Ri) one obtains:

M'(Ri) A ?J/(R2) d(6TIAT)
Ao ~ A0 — a d(ln • ( )

hor our cell R2IR1 ^ 300 and the relevant part of AA^/Ao versus Ejp usually 
covers a range of E\p values of approximately two orders of magnitude; 
hence AA^ivy/Ao will be small compared to AA^fAiJ/Ao in the actual measuring 
range. By transforming E(R\) to the measured quantity Vjp eq. (7) can now 
be written

AA//(A>0 d(<577Ar)
A0 d(ln (V/p)) V '

Consequently the slope of the experimental curve dTjAT versus In {V/p) 
yields the relative change of the heat conductivity at the wire.

A clear picture of the situation is obtained when comparing for example 
the dotted curves in fig. 15. The upper curve represents the field effect at 
the wire as a function of E(R\)jp = a_1£(Ai) for the case of a single dis
persion term according to the LMT theory, i.e.

Wl(Ri) /A W(Ri)\ z2(Ri) (9)
^0 \ Ao /sat 1 + £2(Ai)

The lower curve represents the corresponding relative change of the wire 
temperature as a function of V(aR\p) — a_1£(Ai):

6T 
AT

Hlti)
1 r a ?ji

a Ao
d£
£

1

2 a
*») In

Ao )sat

f £8(fli) + 1 )

{ A2A.72£2(Ai) + 1 J'
(10)

A comparison shows that 95% saturation of AAA/Ao at the wire gives rise 
to only 25% saturation in dTjAT. All the relevant information with respect 
to AA///A0 is therefore contained in the portion of the curve dTjAT versus 
Vjp up to about 30% saturation in dTjAT; the remaining part of the curve 
merely duplicates the information obtained from the first part and shows 
how the saturation of AA^/Aq spreads out over the cell to the cylinder wall.

APPENDIX D

To account for the temperature distribution along the wire and the vari
ous heat losses of the cell, one may proceed as follows. The average temper
ature difference between wire and cylinder can be determined from
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AT = {R{I) — R(0))lpR(0), where R(0) is the resistance of the wire at 
20°C (bath temperature) when the electric current 7 is zero, R(I) is the 
resistance when the current 7 is switched on, and p is the temperature 
coefficient of the resistance at 20°C. Similarly the temperature change of 
the wire due to the electric field effect on the heat conductivity is given 
by 6T = dR(I)lf}R(0) and the relative temperature change by

<57 6RII)
------=----------- —------. (1)AT R(I) - R(0) ^ ;

In order to relate R(I) to the heat conductivity of the gas in the cell, the 
conduction equation subject to the various boundary conditions should be 
solved. This problem has been reinvestigated quite recently by Oldham 
and Luchsinger42). They solved the conduction equation for a cylindrical 
hot-wire cell, subject to the following conditions:
a) The heat conductivity is independent of the radial distance from the 

centre of the wire. This implies that the temperature dependence of X 
over the temperature range of the cell is neglected.

b) The boundaries are kept at the same temperature, by virtue of the 
thermostat.

c) The heat generated in the wire is dissipated by conduction through the 
gas, by radiation to the walls and by conduction through the wire.

The exact solution of the conduction equation is then given by:

m - m

m
« odd

+ NnA
-l

(2)

where

K =
rfR\k

872/?(0) pi

■7z2eoT*R\l 
~I*R{0) p

tz^R\X

is the reduced heat conduction along the wire,

is the reduced radiation term,

is the reduced heat conduction through the gas,

Nn = n

4I2R(0) p
Ki(nB) I0(nA) + h(nB) K0{nA) 1 
Ko(nB) Io(nA) — Io(nB) Ko(nA) J

k = thermal conductivity of the wire material 
(for platinum k = 0.70 W cm-1 K-1), 

l = length of the wire (for apparatus II, / = 150 mm), 
e = emissivity,
a = Stefan-Boltzmann constant,
K0(y), 70(y), Ki{y) and 7i(y) are hyperbolic Bessel functions41),
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A = 7iRo/l and B = nRi/l (for apparatus 11, R\ = 25 jxm and R2 = 15 mm). 
Before eq. (2) is employed it is noted to what extent each of the afore
mentioned three conditions is applicable to our apparatus and to our 
measurements of the electric field effect:
a) Only at saturation is the change of the heat conductivity in an electric 

field independent of the radius. The temperature difference AT employed 
in the present work varies from 5°C to 15°C.

b) The ends of the thin wire are thermally linked to the bath by mica 
spacers which are connected to the wall, and by thick platinum wires 
which are connected to the feed-throughs. Secondly, the outer wall is 
separated from the bath by a wax layer. A simple calculation shows that 
these deviations are not significant.

c) For the calculation of the heat loss due to radiation it is necessary to 
know the emissivity e. This factor is strongly dependent on the surface 
conditions of the wire. Therefore this coefficient has been determined 
independently by measuring the resistance as a function of I for the 
evacuated cell using eq. (2) with A = 0. A value of e = 0.05 has been 
found.

Calculating the variation dR(I) due to a change of A at constant I from 
eq. (2) and using eq. (1) the relative change of the wire temperature is found 
to be

dT \ <5/1 f 1 _________NnA_________
AT /Sat A {71 odd n2 (u2k + e — 7t2/8 + iV7l/l)2

x{ s J_____________ 1
odd n2 (u2k + e — tc2/8 -f- NnA)

1 /AA"' 7 wT
The factor / has been calculated as a function of A for the constants of 
apparatus II and for / = 50 mA. Its value varies from f— 1.03 for 
A = 0.05 mW cm-1 K-1 to / = 1.01 for A = 0.25 mW cm-1 K-1.

Strictly speaking eq. (3) is valid only when the field effect is saturated 
in the whole cell, i.e. A is independent of r. Since, however, at saturation 
the correction is found to be less than 3% it may be concluded that the 
possible deformation of the curves dT/AT vs. V/p, due to heat losses, is 
not very significant. In order to apply a correction for the heat losses 
without solving the generalized conduction eq. (C.2) it is reasonable to as
sume that the correction factor / is independent of dT (and thus of V/p), 
which implies no deformation of the curves at all. The saturation values of 
the field effect, given in table V, have been corrected according to eq. (3). 
Also the heat conductivity of the gas can be determined with the aid of
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(4)

eq. (2) by writing

R(I) - R(0)
R( 0) * +

where the correction factor

n^K -j~ s — 7t2/8 -f- NnA
k -T £ — tc2/8 -f- N\A

has been calculated for our cell as a function of A at / = 50 mA. The cor
rection factor /o varied between /0 = 1.060 for A = 0.05 mW cnr1 K_1 and 
fo = 1.032 for A = 0.25 mW cm-1 K_1. The values of Ao given in table V 
have been calculated according to this scheme.
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CHAPTER II

ELECTRIC AND MAGNETIC FIELD EFFECTS 
ON THE HEAT CONDUCTIVITY OF GASEOUS NF3

Synopsis
The change in the heat conductivity of gaseous NF3 in external electric and magnetic 

fields has been measured with several different apparatus. The results are internally 
consistent and in agreement with theory.

Several sets of data reported on the change of the heat conductivity of 
gases in an electric field show large discrepancies1-4). To clarify the situation 
we investigated the change of the heat conductivity for NF3 both in an 
electric field, AA(E), and in a magnetic field, AA(H). In this way it is possible 
to check the internal consistency of the data since it follows from general 
theoretical arguments that both effects have equal saturation values when 
the small contribution from K inverting collisions is neglected for the electric 
field effect8).

The electric field effect was measured in two different hot-wire apparatus. 
In both apparatus a voltage difference was applied between a cylinder 
(radius Rz) and its central wire (radius R\). Consequently, field and tempe
rature gradient are parallel and the coefficient AA//(£) is obtained. In such 
a geometry the field effect near the wire is connected to the relative change 
in wire temperature by (see chapter I)5) AXH(E)jX = —ja d(6T/AT)/ 
/d(ln(E//))) where a = \n(R2lRi) and / is a correction factor to account for 
heat losses and possibly Knudsen effects. The two apparatus used differed 
in cylinder diameter and length; in both cases / 1.03 and AT 7 K. 
For the magnetic field effects homogeneous fields were used, so that in 
this case AX(H)/X = —fdT/AT. Firstly the coefficients Aand AAX(H) 
were measured separately in a parallel plate apparatus (/ 2 and AT 10 K),
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Fig. 1.

as described in ref. 6 and 7. Secondly, the combination -i{AXU[H) + 
+ AA-*^#)} was measured in a thick hot wire apparatus. As hot wire a 
glass tube was used, heated inside with a platinum wire; here / *=* 1.5 and 
AT 5 K. The purity of the NF3, was checked by mass-spectrometer to 
be better then 97%. All the results are represented in fig. 1.

The two different theoretical treatments of the electric field effect8, and9), 
have been refined in chapter I and now yield the same field dependence. The 
change in heat conductivity is function of Ejp, the ratio of field to pressure, 
but the functional behaviour depends also on the ratio of the moments of 
inertia of the molecule, as indicated in ref. 9. We calculated this field de
pendence using the moments of inertia of NF3. The theory for the magnetic 
field effect should in fact be refined to account for the tensorial character of
the rotational g-factor (magnetic field energy: /x^(g:JJ) J*HjJ2). As the 
components of the g-tensor for NF3 are unknown we used the field dependence 
for the diamagnetic diatomic molecules. In fig. 1 the solid curves represent
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the theoretical field dependence for the dominant contribution (W[J]W). The 
parameters characterizing the experimental results are given in the table.

From an analysis of the results the following conclusions can be drawn:
a) Our research finds that the value for (AA///A)sat measured in electric 

and magnetic fields are equal, in accordance with theory. A similar agreement 
was reported in ref. 3, though their values are a factor 3 higher than ours;

b) The experimental results arc in reasonable agreement with the shape
of the contribution (solid curves) and the ratio (AA-L/AA^sat deviates
only slightly from the value f. Thus by far the dominant contribution for 
this weakly polar molecule is that of W[J]W (seee.g. refs. 10 and 6);

c) All the values of (AA/A)sat which we obtained with the different methods 
are consistent within 10%.

Table I

Coefficient -103-(AA/A)sat WP)\
(103 Oe/torr)

or (E/pU
(V/cm torr)

A "(£)a) 3.5 980
?JI(H)a) 3.45 41
?a(H)*) 5.4 29

W(H) + A^H)}*) 4.0 37
i{A//(£) + Ax(E)}3) 12 1700

A M")3) 15.2 50

a) present work.

Consequently, the results obtained by Gorelik el al.3), are far outside of 
our measuring accuracy. The measurements of ref. 3 were performed with 
hot-wire apparatus in homogeneous magnetic fields and slowly alternating 
electric fields under rather extreme conditions: A7' 130 K and / ^ 20.
Although a simplified expression was used in ref. 3 for the electric field 
effect, this explains only a minor part of the discrepancy.
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CHAPTER III

HEAT CONDUCTIVITY OF POLAR-NONPOLAR 
GAS MIXTURES IN AN ELECTRIC FIELD

Synopsis
The change of the heat conductivity due to an electric field parallel to the temper

ature gradient, Ahas been measured with a hot-wire apparatus for the gaseous 
systems CHF3-N2, CH3F-N2 and CH3CN-N2 at room temperature. The measurements 
clearly show the existence of two types of contributions to Aone giving rise to a 
positive effect, A> 0, the other to a negative effect, A< 0. It is found that 
the positive contribution is strongly connected to the dipole-dipole interactions. The 
occurrence of the positive contributions proves that the collision operator in the 
Waldmann-Snider equation is non-self-adjoint for polar gases. Effective collision cross 
sections have been calculated and are compared with those obtained by other methods.

1. Introduction. The effect of an external field on the transport properties 
of dilute polyatomic gases is well known (for a survey see refs. 1 and 2). 
Among the gases which have been studied in an external field some polar 
gases exhibit a special behaviour for the heat conductivity. While for most 
gases the transport coefficients decrease in an external field, the heat- 
conductivity coefficient of some strongly polar gases increases when an 
electric field is applied3'4). Further investigations on the heat-conductivity 
coefficient as a function of the electric field, A(E), revealed that in some cases 
the field effect, AA(jE), even changes from a positive effect, AI{E) > 0, at 
low fields to a negative effect, AX(E) < 0, at the higher fields5’6). These 
observations clearly suggest that for polar gases two contributions are 
present in X(E), one giving rise to a decrease, the other to an increase of the 
heat conductivity.

The positive contribution is of particular interest, as such a contribution 
is absent when the collision operator in the generalized Boltzmann equation
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is self-adjoint8*9). The observed positive effect for the heat conductivity of 
the polar gases therefore implies that the collision operator is non-self- 
adjoint for these molecules. This means in a classical picture that for polar 
molecules a description of the collision term in the Boltzmann equation in 
terms of only direct and inverse collisions is insufficient.

In chapter I 7) and ref. 4 a striking dependence of the saturation 
values of the field effect on the molecular electric dipole moment was found 
and it was therefore suggested that the positive contribution is strongly 
connected to the dipole-dipole interaction. If this is true, then the field 
effect for polar gases should be strongly influenced by the addition of 
a nonpolar gas. For this reason we investigated the change of the heat 
conductivity of some polar-nonpolar gas mixtures. Preliminary results of 
this study were given in ref. 6.

From the large variety of polar gases studied in chapter I, three typical 
examples of the sj^mmetric top molecules were chosen i.e. CHF3 an oblate 
symmetric top molecule with dipole moment d = 1.64 debye, CH3F a 
prolate symmetric top molecule with d— 1.87D and CH3CN a prolate 
symmetric top molecule with a ver)' strong dipole moment d = 3.94 D. As 
a nonpolar component N2 was preferred rather than one of the noble gases 
for the Ejp range of the noble gases is more strongly limited by electrical 
breakdown. With N2 as the nonpolar component it was possible to measure 
up to saturation of the field effect for all compositions of the systems 
CHF3-N2 and CH3F-N2.

In section 2 the theoretical formulation of the problem is given. The 
experimental method is outlined in section 3. The outline is rather extensive 
since measurements of X(E) are difficult and easily influenced by subtle 
differences in technique. The experimental results are given in section 4 and 
compared with theory in section 5. The final conclusions are stated in section 
6. 2

2. Theoretical formulation. The general equation for the heat conduction 
of a polar gas in the presence of an external electric field E = (E, 0, 0) has 
the form:

<1

?J/(E)
0
0

0

0

0
0

X-(E)
.VT, (2.1)

where q is the heat flux, VT the temperature gradient, 1)1 and A-1- the heat- 
conductivity coefficients when the field is respectively parallel and perpendi
cular to the temperature gradient. In the absence of the field: VI = Ax = Ao.

From the theoretical treatments of the heat conductivity the following 
is recalled. In the non-equilibrium distribution function,

/ = /•,(! -A-V(In T)).
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A is expanded in terms of irreducible tensors made up of the molecular 
quantities: W, the velocity, J, the angular momentum, and for symmetric 
top molecules also of 7c, the component of J along the figure axis. The ex
pansion terms containing W only, give the major contribution to the field 
free coefficient, Aq, while the first expansion terms in both J and W or /$, 
i.c. WJ, /CJ and W[J]M ([ ]<0> denotes an irreducible tensor of rank q), 
are expected to be the most important in determining the field effect, 
AA(E) = A(E) — Ao. The W[J]W term gives rise to a decrease in the heat 
conductivity when an electric field is applied while the WJ term gives rise 
to an increase. The J^J term does not influence A?JI but may contribute to 
A/-1-10). The odd terms in J arc absent for parity reasons when the collision 
operator is self-adjoint8).

The effect of an electric field results from the precession of J during the 
free flight of the molecules. This precession destroys the [W)<v) 
polarizations and the resulting effect in the heat conductivity will therefore 
be a function of cot, where co is the precession frequency and r is the mean 
free flight time. The expressions for the change of the heat conductivity for 
symmetric top molecules, obtained by solving the Waldmann-Snider equation 
with the Chapman-Enskog procedure, are (see ref. 10 and chap. I):

AA///A0 = 2yn</ii(wrn)> — v,i2</i2(wri2)>,

AAx/Ao = JAA///A0 — y 12 ^/i 2 (2cot 12) > ■ (2.2)

The subscripts refer respectively to the rank in W and J of the expansion 
terms. Here yPQ are positive quantities which depend on the molecular 
interaction and determine the saturation value of the effect and (sec ref. 11 
and chap. I)

(fpd{(OTpq)y
[J]W Og (tOTpo)2 \

<[J]^OM«/](9)>^,0 1 + [MTpq)2 /'
(2.3)

where a> is the precession frequency given by:

co =
7(7+ i)*

dE, (2.4)

with d and E the electric dipole moment and electric field, respectively. In 
eqs. (2.2) and (2.3) rvq are the characteristic relaxation times for the 
[JF](p)[J](0) polarizations given by:

1 <[J](">[*Tj(7,) Ov+Q@o[W]W\jyvy
nrPQ QV+(I [W]{v)[Jfl)y

= <^rol> ©Pfb (2.5)

n is the number densit}^, ^0 is the collision operator as defined in chap. I, 
©pg are generalized effective cross sections, and <vrel> is the average relative 
velocity given by <vrol> = (QkTInn)*, where [a is the reduced mass. In the 
eqs. (2.2), (2.3) and (2.5) < > denotes an avarage over the equilibrium distri-
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bution function. Since states with Js = 0 give rise to co = 0, these states 
have to be excluded from the averaging in the normalization factor, 
<[J](<7) Qq [J](<7)>, in eq. (2.3). As can be seen from eq. (2.3), </pff> is an 
average over a dispersion expression in coTPq. This average is necessary 
because w is different for molecules in different and J states. At this point 
it is convenient to define a dimensionless field parameter, £pq, which is 
independent of these quantum numbers:

t _Sp<i —
JU+ 1)A
Jt{2IAkT)*

(OTpq = tpqP 
(2 lAkTY-

dE
T

where I,\ is the principal moment of inertia along an axis perpendicular to 
the figure axis and ft is the pressure. After substituting eq. (2.6) in (2.3) one 
can perform the averaging and obtain fpq=(fpqy as a function of £vq, I a and 
Ic- In the classical limit jvq only depends on the moments of inertia via the 
ratio Ia/Ic = x and jPq(£pq, x) has a less steep field dependence (weaker 
dispersion) with increasing value of x (chap. I).

In the literature on the electric field effect for polar symmetric top 
molecules sometimes a somewhat different expansion of the non-equilibrium 
distribution function is used10), resulting in a different type of averaging 
over the precession frequencies. The result can be written in the form:

/(topqTpq) —
(opqTpg)2

1 4~ {&pqTpq)^
(2.7)

where the quantities Tpq are defined analogously to the definition given by 
eq. (2.5) and the average precession frequencies cbpq are given by:

tip* = *“1</l/2g-2>(<i^</l/^)^ dE

(see also eqs. (72) and (74) ref. 10). Functions of the type given by eq. (2.7) 
have often been used to analyse heat-conductivity data (chap. I and refs. 
4, 5 and 12).

In eq. (2.7) the field effects are described in terms of an average precession 
frequency while in eq. (2.3) the contributions of molecules with different 
precession frequencies are averaged. It should be noted that in both ex
pressions (2.3) and (2.7), the decay of a certain type of anisotropy in mo
mentum space has been described with only one relaxation time (eq. (2.5)).

For a mixture of a polar and a nonpolar gas the expressions (2.2) and (2.3) 
remain formally the same (see ref. 13). In the expressions for fpq one simply 
has to replace Tpq by rjj“x. The reciprocal of r)“,x is linear in the mole frac
tions:

Tmlir — Xp Ti^iT + Tu^jT ’ (2‘8)
Tpq Tm Tva

where Xp and Xn are the polar and nonpolar mole fractions, respectively.
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Eq. (2.8) results from the fact that in a dilute gas mixture two types of 
interaction influence the decay of the [PF](P)[J](tf) polarization of the polar 
molecules; i.e. the polar-polar (p—p) and nonpolar-polar (n-p) interactions.

For the analysis of the results it is useful to introduce the quantities £vq, 
defined by ipq(^pq,\, x) = -J, and from eq. (2.6) the corresponding quantities 
(ElP)pq,l- Using eq. (2.2) the (Elp)PQti value can be described as the E\p 
value at which AA///A0 = £(AA///A0)sat if only the [J](<?) contribution
was present. The interesting physical quantities 1 \rvqp or can now be 
determined with the aid of eqs. (2.6) and (2.5):

1 ^_______ (—^ ^pq
Tpqp (2lAkT)l £pq,i \ p )pq,\ kT (2.9)

For the mixtures one finds by substituting eq. (2.8) in (2.9) that {Elp)vq,'3 is 
linear in the mole fractions:

(£/«&.! = {ElPYkT° (*p + Xny), (2.10)
where

3. Experimental method. 3a. General. The measurements have been 
performed with a hot-wire apparatus in which an electric field is applied 
between the wire and the cylinder. The apparatus is an improved version 
of the two apparatuses described in chap. I. The present apparatus, see fig. 1, 
consists of a stainless-steel cylinder (length 16.7 mm, internal diameter 
15 mm, thickness 1 mm) contained within a glass tube (length 280 mm, 
internal diameter 17.5 mm). The cylinder is glued to the glass tube with 
araldite at three points at each end of the cylinder. The platinum wire, 
diameter 50 pm, length 150 mm, is centred in the axis of the tube by two 
mylar spacers, 150 mm apart. To avoid electrostriction in the kerosene of the 
thermostat, the outside of the glass tube is covered with a layer of silverpaint 
which is electrical grounded.

Since the gases employed are chemically active both the apparatus and 
vacuum system have been constructed from glass, stainless steel and grease
less teflon stopcocks.

The influence of the electric field on the heat conductivity of the gas is 
measured differentially by using two identical cells and two variable 
resistances of about 100 Q. in a Wheatstone-bridge arrangement. The electric 
current through the wire is 50 mA and the resistance at 20°C is 7,96 Q. 
Since the temperature coefficients of the thermometers, i.e. the Pt wire 
resistances, of both cells are equal to a very high degree, a temperature 
resolution of 6T ^ 1 x 10-6 K and a resolving power of dT/AT = 2 X 10~7
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Fig. 1. A schematic diagram of the setup.

is achieved. As a matter of fact the resolving power is limited only by the 
thermal noise (Johnson noise) of the YVheatstone-bridge resistances. For 
further details on the measuring technique we refer to chap. I.

No spurious field effects were observed with a noble gas in the cells. The 
absence of other side effects such as electrostriction in the gas14) is apparent 
from the fact that all gases and gas mixtures investigated showed the ex
pected unique Ejp behaviour at the higher pressures. An extensive test 
performed with CHF3 (d = 1.64 D, M = 70), yielded a unique Ejp behaviour 
for pressures up to 200 torr and potential differences up to 1200 V. The results 
were also insensitive to the polarity of the field.

At the lower gas pressures (< 50 torr) Knudsen effects appeared. By 
allowing Knudsen corrections up to 40%, corresponding to a gas pressure 
p 2 torr, a measuring range is obtained of about 0.2 < VIp < 200V/torr, 
corresponding to a field to pressure ratio at the wire of 15 < E/p < 15 X 103 
V cm-1 torr-1. Pressures below 2 torr were avoided since at lower pressures 
the heat conductivity of the gas is influenced by the electric field resulting 
from the potential difference (^ 0.5 V) between the ends of the wire, 
necessary for the heating of the wire.
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All gases were commercial and the purity grade was given to be better 
than 99%. The (liquid) CH3CN required a special treatment because the dis
solved dry air had to be removed. For this purpose the CH3CN was repeatedly 
solidified in a liquid-N* bath and pumped off.

The composition of the mixtures was determined by reading the pressure 
with a mercury manometer, first when only one gas was present and then 
after adding the other component. The experimental error in the compositions 
of the mixtures is estimated to be less than 1 mole % for the CHF3 and CH3F 
mixtures and, because of surface absorption, about 2 mole % for the CH3CN 
mixtures.

36. Analysis of the hot-wire method. For the calculation of the 
change in the heat conductivity, A A/A, from the measured change in the 
wire temperature, 6TJAT, the relation between these quantities had to be 
found. The correct way to obtain such a relation is to solve the conduction 
equation, = 0, for the actual boundary conditions. In chap. I this pro
blem was approached by simplifying the boundary conditions and applying 
the appropriate corrections afterwards. Such an approach is justified since 
the corrections turn out to be small. These calculations will now be repeated 
with some corrections which have become significant because of the in
creased accuracy of the present measuring method and of the extension of 
the measurements into the Knudsen region.

A hot-wire cell of infinite length and with a potential difference between 
the wire and the cylinder has a cylindrical symmetry and consequently both 
the electric field and the temperature are functions of the radial distance, r, 
only. Hence, the electric field, E, is parallel to the temperature gradient and 
the heat-conductivity coefficient equals XU(E), see eq. (2.1). The conduction 
of the gas in the stationary state now satisfies the equation:

P •{*//(£, T) VT} = 0, (3.1)

where E = V\{ar) with a = ln(/?2/^i) and R1 and R2 the radii of the wire 
and the cylinder, respectively.

In eq. (3.1) we have also taken into account the temperature dependence 
of X. This dependence has been neglected in the earlier work*. If AT/T is 
small (about 1/30 in this experiment), one can write:

XU(E, T) = {X0 + AA//(E)}(1 + erf), (3.2)

with t = r(r) — T(R2) and where a = (1/A)(3A/3T) and is assumed to be 
constant in the interval AT.

Solving eq. (3.1), for a cell of infinite length and in the case that heat

t For this reason the values of [A?J//X)sat given in chap. I are about 2 to 3% too low.
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losses are absent, one finds (see also chap. I):
iti

A7(l + iaAT) = -c I d (In r), (3.3)
J / 0 + "

lit

where 2~c is the constant radial heat flow per unit length of the cell. From 
eq. (3.3) the relative change in wire temperature when an electric field is 
applied can be calculated:

Ei
1
a

E*

A )Jl(E) 
Ao

d£
~E~’

(3.4)

where E\ = Vf(aR\), E2 = E\ Ri/R-z and /1 is the correction factor due to 
the temperature dependence of A: /i » 1 + i«AT. By differentiating eq. 
(3.4) the field effect, AA///A0, can be expressed in the measured quantities 
dT/AT and E\ as

AA//(£,) ^ d(<57'/A7')
A0 /ia d(ln£i) (3.5)

where the term — AA£(£2)/Ao on the l.h.s. has been omitted because 
£2 = 0.003 £i and is, therefore, small in the actual measuring range.

From the behaviour of the field effect in the low- and high-field region a 
few simple relations between dT/AT and AA///A0 result:

i) In the low-field region where A)Jt/Xq ~ En

AA//(£i)
Ao

—naf 1
(57'
AT”’

(3.6)

so that on a double-logarithmic graph of dT/AT vs. E\ and AA/Ao vs. E1 both 
curves have the same initial slope but are vertically shifted by a factor 
naf\.

ii) In the relatively high-field region where eq. (3.5) still holds:

AA//(£2) \ d(6TIAT)
Ao /sat d(ln £i)

(3.7)

so that (AA///A0)sftt can be determined from the constant slope in a graph 
of ST I AT vs. In E\ (see fig. 2).

iii) In the experimentally inaccessible, very high-field region, it follows 
from eq. (3.4) that:

= -(^T) . (3.8)
V Ao /sat
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Fig. 2. Determination of (AA///Ao)sat from the constant slope ol 8T/&T vs. \n{Ei/p) 
at high E\lp values for CHF3.

O 20.5 torr, \ 14.3 torr, Y 7.0 torr, □ 5.31 torr, y 3.95 torr, 0 3.19 torr.

3c. Corrections. The above obtained solution of the conduction 
equation must be corrected for the finite length of the cell, the various heat 
losses and the fact that the current through the wire is kept constant rather 
than the heat input. The calculation of these corrections has been approached 
as follows.

First of all it is assumed that although the field direction is no longer 
parallel to the temperature gradient at the ends of the cell, still only XU is 
involved so that eq. (3.1) remains unchanged. The conduction equation (3.1) 
is now solved taking into account the actual thermal boundary conditions 
but assuming that X is independent of field and temperature. In this way 
the exact solution for the saturated field effect of a temperature-independent 
heat conductivity is obtained (see appendix D, chap. I), which can be written 
in the form:

(3.9)

where fz is a correction factor accounting for the finite length of the cell, the 
various heat losses and the constant current. Combining this solution with 
the previous solution, eq. (3.5), for the simplified boundary conditions with 
X = XH(E, T) a formula of practical use is now written as
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with / = /1/2. (3.10)AA" _ d(dr/A7')
~~A(T~ d(ln £1) ’

For an impression of the magnitude of the correction factors as calculated 
for the present apparatus the following values are given:

A0 = 0.250 mWcnr1 K"1; h = 1.008; /2 = 1.002;

A0 = 0.050 mW cnr1 K"1; /x =1.04; /2 = 1.045.

3d. Knudsen corrections. To obtain the field effect at high values 
of E\pt measurements have also been performed in the Knudsen region i.e. 
the low-pressure region where the wire diameter is no longer large in com
parison with the mean free path of the molecules. In this region not only the 
field-free heat conduction but also the field effect shows deviations from the 
normal behaviour15). In the absence of the field the Knudsen correction for 
the wire temperature of a hot-wire cell with a constant heat input is of the 
form:

A7mcas = AT(1 + I<ATIP), (3.11)

where I<AT is the Knudsen constant. Fig. 3 shows such a behaviour for CHF3

Fig. 3. The Knudsen corrections onzlTmeasi <57'measand (Fi//>)meas vs- 1IP f°r CHF3 

according to the eqs. (3.11), (3.12) and (3.13).
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Fig. 4. Deviations from the unique E\p behaviour for CHF3 due to Knudsen effects. 
After application of the Knudsen corrections the result shown in fig. 2 is obtained. 

A 52.6 torr, o 20.5 torr, ■ 14.3 torr, □ 5.31 torr, 0 3.19 torr.

as obtained with the described apparatus. Similar corrections are found for 
the field effect (see also refs. 15 and 16).

For the hot-wire method both measured quantities, bT and Ei/p, have to 
be corrected. The corrections are best illustrated by a plot of bT vs. In (Ei/p), 
as is shown for CHF3 in fig. 4. According to eq. (3.7), bT//\T is a linear 
function of In(Eilp) in the high Ei/p region where the field effect is saturated 
at the wire. Fig. 4 shows such a behaviour for each of the lower pressures. 
The shift of these lines to higher Ei/p values with decreasing pressure is due 
to a Knudsen effect on E\fp while the slight change in the slopes of the lines 
indicates a Knudsen correction on bT. Of course both Knudsen corrections 
appear at all measured E\\p values. The corrections for the field effect are 
therefore determined from the shifts of the curves <577 AT vs. Ei/p for different 
low pressures on a double logarithmic graph. As an example fig. 3 shows 
(bT)mcaJbT and (EiIp)I(E\Ip)mcas as a function of 1 \p for CHF3. Within the 
limits of accuracy the Knudsen corrections are described by:

6Tmeaa = 6T(\ + KotIP), (3.12)

EilP = (Eilp)mcas(.1 ~KeIP). (3.13)

The specific Knudsen correction factors for CHF3 are:
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Fig. 5. <527AT and the corresponding AA///A0 vs. Ei/p for CHF3 
negative potential on the cylinder: n 52.6 torr, 0 20.5 torr, v 5.31 torr, a 3.95 torr

o 3.19 ton-
positive potential on the cylinder: * 206.4 torr, 4- 135.1 torr, x 98.8 torr, x 14.3torr

Y 7.0 torr.

The large value of Ke for the hot-wire method, has a similar origin as that 
for Kat and is best understood by introducing a fictitious enlargement of the 
wire diameter. In eq. (3.4) the upper boundary E\ = VI(aR\) must then be 
replaced by E[ = Vj(aR[) where R[ > R\. That part of the apparatus where 
the field effect is largest is now excluded from the integration and a large 
correction is the result. In this picture the small value of Kar is a direct 
consequence of the fact that the heat input is nearly kept constant.

4. Results. In this section the experimental results are presented. A 
comparison of these results with the theory will be given in the next section.

The experimental results for the three investigated systems CHF3-N2, 
CH3F-N2 and CH3CN-N2 are presented in the figs. 5-9, 11-15 and 17-22. 
Each of these figures shows for a given composition the measured values of 
6T/AT as a function of Ei/p and the corresponding curve AA///A0. Since 
AA///A0 is obtained by differentiating dT/AT with respect to \n(Ei/p) (see
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Fig. 6. (5F/AT and the corresponding AA///A0 vs. Ex\p for CHF3-N2; = 0.175. 
□ 23.5 torr, v 16.0 torr, 0 ll.Otorr, X 7.49 torr, a 5.09 torr, o 1.93 torr.

eq. (3.10)) an accurate determination of the relation between ST I AT and 
\n(Eilp) is required. This is achieved by measuring many and precise values 
of dTjAT; for each curve about 80 points with a mean scattering in the 
6TIAT values of either l%or2 X 10-7 absolute. The actual differentiation 
was performed numerically by a polynomial fit. In the low- and high-field 
region the results were further checked using the relations (3.6) and (3.7).

Figs. 5-10 represent the results for the system CHF3-N2. For pure 
CHF3 both negative and positive voltages were applied to the cylinder (see 
fig. 5). The results were found to be independent of the polarity, in agreement 
with the even in field character of the effect. Since breakdown generally 
occurs at the higher voltages when a negative potential is applied to the 
cylinder17), the latter polarity has mostly been used for the other gases. 
The measured field dependence of AA///A0 is nearly the same for all composi
tions of the system. The characteristic quantities of the experimental curve, 
(AA///Ao)sat and (ElP)\, the experimental E/p value at half saturation, are 
tabulated in table I and graphically presented in fig. 10. The (E/p) > values 
are found to be linear in the concentration. When the nitrogen concentration
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Fig. 7. 6T/AT and the corresponding AA/Z/Ao vs. E\/p for CHF3-N2; A'n, = 0.48.
□ 51.4 torr, a 26.5 torr, A 15.2 torr, X 9.76 torr, o 5.68 torn

reaches 100% the field effect still has a finite [Ejp)y value while the magni
tude of the effect, of course, becomes zero. The quantities (AA///Ao)sat and 
(£//>). for pure CHF3 are 5% different from those in chap. I, due to the fact 
that less accurate corrections were employed in chap. I.

Figs. 11-16 present the results for the system CH3F-N2. As can be seen 
in fig. 11, pure CH3F shows a distinct behaviour. The effect, AA///A0, is 
positive at low E\p values, changes sign and is negative at the higher E\p 
values. Such a behaviour for the electric field effect was first observed for 
£(AA// + AA-l) in pure CH3CN by Borman et al.5). The positive effect for 
CH3F was overlooked in our earlier investigations as our resolving power 
was hardly sufficient to detect such small effects. (A change in sign of AA///A0 
in the low Ejp region will probably also occur for the other methyl halides, 
CH3CI and CH3Br investigated in chap I). As can be seen in the figures, the 
shapes of the curves for the mixtures become gradually less steep with 
increasing concentration of the nonpolar component. The characteristic 
quantities (AA///A0)max, (.Elp)max, (Elp)0, i.e. the E/p value where AA///A0 = 0, 
(AA///A0)sat and (E\p)x. are tabulated in table I and (AA///Ao)sat and (Ejp)* are 
plotted vs. An, as shown in fig. 16. The (£//>)* values are to a good approxi-
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Fig. 8. 6T/AT and the corresponding A?JI/?.0 vs. Ex/p for CHF3-N2; A'n2 = 0.80. 
□ 95.0 torr, v 47.2 torr, x 26.5 torr, 0 15.0 torr, a 7.78 torr, o 4.21 torr

Fig. 9. 6T/AT and the corresponding AA///Ao vs. Ei/p for CHF3-N2; A'Na = 0.93.
□ 83.9 torr, a 40.2 torr, a 15.9 torr, 0 8.53 torr, o 4.78 torr.
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-2.0

Fig. 10. (A;///A0)sat and {E/p)} vs. for the system CHF3-N2.

■ □ 39.9 torr, ♦ 0 20.5 torr, A A 8.20 torr, o 2.06 ton.



Fig. 12. ST/AT and the corresponding A?JI/?.0 vs. Ex/p for CH3F-N2; ATNa = 0.205. 
□ 32.9 torr, a 22.2 torr, v 10.1 torr, 0 5.16 torr, o 2.35 torr.'

Fig. 13. 5T/AT and the corresponding AA///Ao vs. Ei/p for CH3F-N2; An,, = 0.485.
□ 43.8 torr, v 34.3 torr, a 19.3 torr, o 12.5 torr, o 8.30 torr, x 5.01 torr.
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Fig. 14. 6T/&T and the corresponding AA/Z/Ao vs. E\\p for CH3F-N2; = 0.715. 
□ 48.5 torr, a 25.1 torr, 0 10.0 torr, v 4.95 torr, o 2.33 torr.

Fig. 15. 6T/AT and the corresponding AA///A0 vs. Ei/p for CH3F-N2; = 0.90.
□ 44.0 torr, 0 20.2 torr, v 10.8 torr, a 5.24 torr, o 2.64 torr.
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Fig. 16. (AA///Ao)sat and (E/p)j ?>s. Xxs for the system CH3F-N2.

Fig. 17. 6T/AT and the corresponding AA///^o vs. Ey/p for CH3CN.
■ 37.5 torr, ♦ 19.7 torr, A 7.74 torr, • 1.89 torr.



Fig. 18. |<577A7| and the corresponding |AA///Ao| vs. Ei/p for CH3CN-N2, = 0.19.
B 30.4 torr, ▼ v 15.3 torr, ♦ 0 9.89 torr, ^ > 9.50 torr, • o 6.25 torr.

mation linear in the concentration. The saturation values show a maximum 
as a function of the composition, in contrast to the monotonic decrease for 
the system CHF3-N2 (fig. 10). The (AA///Ao)sat and (E/p){ values for pure 
CHF3 are 15% different from those given in chap. I, mainly because in the 
analysis of the former data the saturation value was obtained by extra
polation.

Finally the results for the system CH3CN-N2 are presented in the figs. 
17-23. For pure CH3CN the effect is positive, reaches a maximum and tends 
toward zero at high E/p values. The effect would probably not change sign, 
since the measurements in the far Knudsen region, not presented here, also 
show no change in sign. In our previous papers4*7) the maximum had been 
identified as the saturation value because no measurements were performed 
in the higher E/p region to avoid Knudsen effects. The possibility of an 
erroneous interpretation of our former results has already been suggested 
by Borman et a/.5*12). We note that (AA///Ao)max in the table has the same 
value as the,,saturation value" in our earlier communications 4*7). A change in 
signof AA///A0 was found for the compositions XjgM = 0.19 and 0.37 (figs. 18 and 
19), whereas only a negative effect was observed for the higher N2 compositions.
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Fig. 19. |(5r/AT| and the corresponding |AA///Ao| vs. E\,/p for CH3CN-N2, Xx2 = 0.37. 
■ □ 32.0 torr, ▼ v 15.5 torr, 4 O 10.2 torr, a 6.50 torr, o 4.00 torr, x 2.50 torr.
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l ' Mill----------- Lav_J---- L- f I ILJJJ

JO V/cmtorr 4 4IO 2.10
Fig. 20. ar/AT and the corresponding AA///A0 vs. £i//> for CH3CN-N2, A:Nj =0.56

□ 31.1 torr, v 20.9 torr, A 10.9 torr, o 5.8 torr.
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Fig. 21. 5Tj^T and the corresponding AA///A0 vs. E\/p for CH3CN-N2, X-$x = 0.76. 
□ 31.2 torr, y 16.7 torr, a 11.1 torr, 0 6.80 torr, o 4.30 torr.

Fig. 22. 6T/AT and the corresponding AXUJXo vs. E\jp for CH3CN-N2, Xjna = 0.94.
□ 31.4 torr, y 15.2 torr, 0 9.22 torr, a 5.70 torr, o 3.60 torr.
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Fig. 23. (A////A0)sat and {E/p)j vs. X^t for the system CH3CN-N2; 
points: extrapolation of experimental data;
solid lines: quantitative analysis (section 5a).

0.301-----------

ICT^W cm1 K"1

Fig. 24. Field-free heat-conductivity coefficient, A<>, vs. Xxt for the systems CHF3-N2, 
CH3F-N2 and CH3CN-N2 [T « 297 K).
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I" or the latter compositions, X^s = 0.56; 0.76; 0.94, the field dependence 
becomes gradually less steep (see figs. 20, 21 and 22).

Except for the compositions XN> = 0.19 and = 0.37 a reasonable 
extrapolation of the data to saturation was possible. The obtained character
istic quantities are again given in table I and graphically represented as a 
function of composition in fig. 23. Like for the CH3F-N2 system the satu
ration values for the stysem CH3CN-N2 show a maximum as a function of 
the concentration but much more pronounced.

The values of the field-free heat conductivity, Ao, for the three systems 
are represented in fig. 24 and listed in table I.

5a. Discussion. In this section the experimental results are discussed on 
the basis of the theoretical outline presented in section 2, for the three 
different systems.
The system CHF3-N2 (Ia/Ic = x = 0.55; d = 1.64 D)

The results for some compositions are shown on a semi log plot in fig. 25. 
The measured effects are negative and therefore W[J]W is dominant for 
this system. The solid curves in fig. 25 represent the field dependence of the 
W[J]W term, /12 (£12, 0-55). As can be seen from the figure, the experimental 
field dependences fit the theoretical ones within the limits of the experi
mental accuracy. Although the differences in the shapes of the functions / 
and /i2(£i2, 0.55) are small, |/(£/£>) — /i2(£i2/£i2, j, 0.5)| < 0.05, the accurate 
measurements presented here do fit /12 better.

Since i) AA///A0 < 0, ii) the field dependence can be described with a single 
theoretical field function and iii) the measured (£//>)> values are linear in 
concentration (see fig. 10), it can be concluded that either the positive WJ 
contribution is negligible i.e. y>n ^ 0, or, because the shapes of /i2(li2» 0.55) 
and /ii(£n, 0.55) are nearly equal, both contributions have the same half 
value and rp\2 >
The system CH3F-N2 (x = 6.0, d = 1.87 D)

In fig. 26 the experimental curves for three compositions are shown and 
as a comparison the theoretical function —10-3 /12(^12,6) has also been drawn. 
The saturation values for all compositions are found to be negative; and 
therefore, W[J]W is also dominant for this system. However, since a small 
positive effect is found at low E\p values for pure CH3F and the measured 
field dependence is steeper than f 12(^12, 6), the WJ polarization clearly 
contributes to the effect.

For a study of the field dependences the experimental curves for X^a = 0, 
XNi = 0.90 and the theoretical curve /i2(£i2, 6) normalized to the same 
half-value and saturation value, have been drawn on a double log plot in 
fig. 27. Since the shapes of the experimental curves deviate from the shape 
of /i2(£i2, 6) over the whole Ejp region (see fig. 27) and the experimental 
half-values are linear in the concentration (see fig. 16), one can conclude that
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Fig. 25. AA///A0 vs. E/p for two extieme CHF3-N2 compositions; 
solid lines: field dependence of the negative W[J]<2> term.

Fig. 26. AA///A0 vs. E/p for three different CHF3-N2 compositions; 
solid lines: shape of the negative teim.
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Fig. 27. Comparison between the theoretical field dependence for W\J)W and the ex
perimental field dependence for CH3F and CH3F-N2, = 0.90.

the half-values (£//>)nt. and (£//>)12,1 are rather close to each other. Fig. 27 
also shows a diminishing influence of the positive contribution with in
creasing concentration at the lower E/p values. This means that either the 
half-values of both contributions approach each other even more closely or 
that the relative importance of the positive WJ term becomes less with 
increasing nitrogen concentration.
The system CH3CN-N2 (x = 17.3, d = 3.94 D)

A mutual comparison between the curves for the different compositions 
is shown in fig. 28. It is obvious from these results that WJ and W[J]W are 
of comparable importance for this system. For pure CH3CN AA///A0 tends 
toward zero at high E\p values, indicating ip 12 m 2ip\\. A decreasing relative 
influence of the positive contribution with increasing X-$a, however, is 
indicated by the negative saturation values for the other compositions. 
Except for the mixtures Xn, = 0 and X^2 = 0.19 the qualitative analysis 
for this system is analogous to that of CH3F-N2, which implies that also for 
this system (Elp)nt i and (£//>)i2,« cannot be too different. This conclusion 
is compatible with the results for the compositions X^t = 0 and Xjhm = 0.19. 
Although 2y>ii ip 12 and (E/p) n,. ^ (E/p) 12, • for these compositions, a net 
effect results because the shape of the two field functions is different 
(|/ll(£ll/£ll,ft, 17) — /l2(£l2/£l2,J> 17| < 0.05).
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Fig. 28. Avs. E/p for some CH3CN-N0 compositions. Field dependence of a combi
nation of the positive WJ and negative W[J]<2) contribution.

The qualitative conclusions given above, agree with the results of a 
quantitative analysis performed for the system CH3CN-N2. In the appendix 
the method employed for the calculation of the separate contributions to 
A)J! is given. Before presenting the results, however, some critical remarks 
concerning the analysis itself need to be made.

First the analysis is based upon the assumption that only the first-order 
terms, i.e. WJ and W[J]W, contribute. In some cases calculated contri
butions turn out to be very large in comparison with the measured effects 
and in those circumstances higher-order terms may no longer be negligible. 
Secondly, distinct values for the ratio of both half-values, see appendix 
fig. 34, are only found for mixtures with additional characteristic points as 
e.g. (A;y//A0)mnx and (AA/20)o. Finally, the obtained results strongly depend 
on the shape of the field functions employed for the analysis. The field 
functions fvq are sensitive to the weighting factor [T](5) Oq [«J](,7) J2q> 
see eq. (2.3), and the justification of this factor is still subject to discussion18).

The results of the analysis are shown in fig. 29 where the quantities 
(Elfi)n,{, (EIp)i2,i, 2yju and ^12 have been plotted as a function of the
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Fig. 29. The characteristic parameters for the W J and W[J]('2> contribution to 
vs. for the system CH3CN-N2.

Fig. 30. The decreasing influence of the W J contribution, 2y>n, with respect to the 
TF[J](2) contribution, yi2, with increasing X^t for the system CH3CN-N2.

composition. The calculated half-values are found to be linear in the con
centration and for the compositions Xn, = 0.37; 0.56; 0.76 and 0.94 the 
calculated half-values are close to the (E!p)x values determined directly from 
the experimental curves (fig. 23). In fig. 28 the theoretical curves corre
sponding to the calculated parameters are shown; the curves describe the 
experimental results well. We notice that the quantity yi2 for pure CH3CN 

6 X 10-3) is of the same order of magnitude as the corresponding 
quantity for linear molecules as obtained from experiments performed in a 
magnetic field15). Such a comparison is meaningful since for the extreme 
prolate molecule CH3CN, the total angular momentum, J, is nearly perpen
dicular to the figure axis as happens to be the case for the linear molecules. 
The ratio 2rpnly)i2 as a function of the concentration of the nonpolar com
ponent, see fig. 30, clearly shows a decreasing influence of the WJ term 
with increasing Xn, i.e. decreasing dipole-dipole interactions.

In spite of the above mentioned limitations of the analysis, we conclude 
that the results look realistic (see also section 6) and are internally con
sistent.

5b. Comparison with other data. The positive contribution in the electric 
field effect for the heat conductivity has also been studied by Borman 
et. al.5>12). They investigated the coefficient -f Ax) while in the present
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article XU is considered. Since in -f- ^-L) and XU the two terms appear 
m different combinations, see eq. (2.2), a direct comparison of the character
istic values, (AA/A)Sat and (Elp)i, is not useful. In table II the quantities 
2^11, y;i2 and (£//>) j 2>./(£//>) n . for CH3CN obtained from an analysis of 
w + 2-^) are compared with those obtained from XU. As can be seen from 
table II, the parameters obtained from XU and \{XU + Ax) both show a large

Table II 

CH3CN

Quantity y>i2 X 103 2y>n x 103 {E/p) i2,i 
{E/P) n. |

XII 5.9 6.0 1
MX" + Ax) 4.6 1.4 20

influence from the positive contribution, 2y^n. None the less both sets of 
parameter values show severe discrepancies. Part of these discrepancies 
may be contributed to the disputability of an analysis based on one single 
heat conductivity coefficient. Apart from this there are, however, some 
objections against the theoretical and experimental starting points in refs. 
5 and 12.

i) The analysis of the data was made using the simple dispersion function 
/ = £2/( 1 + i2) for/n and /12. ii) Only two terms, i.e. the WJ and W[J]W, 
were taken into account. However, the first-order term J$J may contribute to 
\(XH + AJ-), while it has been shown to be absent for A//10), iii) Experimentally 
the investigators use a hot-wire type apparatus with a parallel plate capacitor 
inside the cell. Since the wire is an equipotential surface, the measured 
quantity in such a geometry is not exactly \(XH + A-1-), but according to our 
estimations rather close to f XU -f fAJ-.iiii) The measurements are performed in 
the far Knudsen region and absolute values of the field effect are obtained 
by a calibration method with a standard gas. Such a calibration method is 
only reliable when the measuring gas and the calibration gas have the same 
Knudsen correction factors.

For CH3CN Borman et al.12) also measured the change of AX(E) as a 
function of the field frequency, /. The observed dispersion in AA was ascribed 
to the disappearance of the positive WJ contribution in the frequency range 
employed. However, according to theory the dispersion should be a function 
of //£, whereas a dependence on flp is observed. Moreover, the dispersion 
of the negative W[J]W contribution has not been observed although Up 
values have been employed up to a factor 200 larger than the characteristic 
Up value for the dispersion of WJ. This seems incompatible with their static 
field result, rn/r 12 20. Apparently the behaviour of CH3CN is very
complex and as yet not completely understood.
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6. Conclusions. The foregoing analyses show that the results of the 
measurements on )J! can be explained taking into account two terms, i.e. the 
WJ and W[J]W term in the expansion of the non-equilibrium distribution 
function. The saturation values, (AA////0)sat = 2yjn — y>i2, as a function 
of the concentration for the three systems (see fig. 31) indicate a decreasing 
influence of the positive WJ term as a function of the nonpolar gas concentra
tion. This conclusion is confirmed by the analysis of the CH3CN-N2 system 
which yields a decrease of 2y>n/y>i2 with increasing X$t (see fig. 30). Ap
parently the WJ contribution is strongly connected to the dipole-dipole 
interaction. A similar conclusion was made in chap. I, where for a number 
of polar gases a striking dependence of (AA///A0)Sat on the dipole moment was 
found. The strong connection between the positive WJ contribution and the 
dipole-dipole interaction is in accordance with the conjecture that with a 
dipole-dipole interaction between the molecules the collisions will in general 
have no inverse. In other words, the collision operator is non-self-adjoint, 
and odd-in-J terms do exist. A more quantitative interpretation of the 
saturation values, e.g. their relation to the intermolecular potential, is not 
yet possible because of the complicated structure of the theoretical ex
pressions for yn and y>i2.

For a full description of the measured field dependences the simple field 
function, /, is insufficient. This is made clear by fig. 33 where the curves 
for the highest N2 concentrations, which have the broadest field dependence, 
are compared with / such that the curves meet at half height. The reason 
that earlier measurements on the heat conductivity of pure gases could 
often be described by one single / is due to the facts that: i) two contributions 
of opposite sign in general give a steeper field dependence; ii) these measure
ments generally cover a small E/fi range. On the other hand, it has been 
shown in section 5a that for the description of the present measurements 
weak dispersion functions like fvq are essential. The fact that for the electric- 
field effects the field dependence is given by an averaged dispersion function, 
eq. (2.3), rather than by a dispersion function of the averaged quantities, 
eq. (2.7), has already been shown more directly by measurements on the 
analogous electric-field effect for the viscosity (chap. I).

The analyses of the results yield equal half-values for both contributions, 
that is, roughly equal specific relaxation times (rn r 12). This is plausible. 
The types of collisions are specified by the properties of the WJ and the 
W[J]W term. Since both terms are sensitive to elastic and reorientation 
collisions, the corresponding relaxation times will be roughly equal. Con
sidered in more detail there might be differences because reorientation 
collisions are rather frequent for polar gases and these collisions might 
influence differently odd and even terms in J.

While the theoretical expressions for the saturation values are too compli
cated to analyse, the half-values are simply related to the time scales at
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Fig. 31. iA////A0)sat vs. A'Nj for the systems CHF3-N2, CH3F-N2 and CH3CN-N0. 
Fig. 32. Reduced half-values vs. X^a for the systems CHF3-N0, CH3F-N2 and

CH3CN-N2.

Fig. 33. Comparison between the single dispersion function, /, and the experimental field 
dependence for the three investigated systems at the highest Xjma, to show that the 

present measurements cannot be described with /.
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which the relevant polarizations are destructed. The reduced experimental 
half-values as a function of the N2 composition for the three investigated 
systems are shown in fig. 32. Using the eqs. (2.9), (2.10) and the calculated 
quantummechanical values of £PQtl (see table III) the cross sections for 
the polar-polar interaction, ©5JP, and the nonpolar-polar interaction, ©JJ~p, 
can be calculated from (E\p)^° and (.E\prespectively.

Table III

Gas x __U
Ic

£02, J = <?12,} £11.*

nf3 0.55 3.16 2.83
chf3 0.55 3.16 2.83
ch3f 6.0 11.9 7.48
ch3cn 17.3 21.0 13.0

For the systems CHF3-N2 and CH3F-N2, W[J]W is dominant, and if 
WJ is present, both half-values are probably equal (see section 5a). Then it 
can be assumed that the experimental (£//>). value equals (£/^>)i2,;, and 
therefore, only ©12 has been calculated. Since the WJ contribution de
creases with increasing X^t, the values for ©fj1* are more reliable than for 
©i2P. For the system CH3CN-N2 the quantitative analysis yielded 
(EIP) 11,1 ^ (EIP) 12,*, and for this extreme prolate molecule £nf« = 0.6£i2,* 
(see table III); thus ©n (= 790 A) is higher than ©12 by a factor of 1.7. It 
is important to note that the differences in £vq,\ are due to the different 
weighting factors, J2?, in formula (2.3) and therefore might be an artifact of 
the theory. The calculated cross sections are tabulated in table IV, together

Table IV*

Tensor polarization [wq<2> [J](2) W[J](2) w[jy 2> J~2J [W)l 2>

Gas d ©K;p @p-p'-'nonrcs sgjp ©rip ©?2P gn-p'-'nonrcs

P n debye A2 A2 A2 A2 A2 A2 A2
n2 — 35 21 48
COo — 52 69
cf4 — 63 61 84
nf3 0.25 50 63 70
chf3 n2 1.64 60 93 110 135 38 26 35
ch3f n2 1.86 75 144 160 120 49 35
ch3cn n2 3.94 106 480 480 490 44 35

* ©*>* =
kT

(wrel ypTpq
©20

kT
Vo<Vtc\>
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with similar quantities obtained from rjz(E), which is sensitive for [J]<2> 
polarization7*13), and nonresonant absorption19*20), which is sensitive for 
J~2JsJ 21) ■ To investigate the influence of the dipole-dipole interaction on these 
cross sections, the cross sections of some typical nonpolar molecules, No, 
CO-2 and CF4 obtained from A(H) (ref. 15) and r)(H) (ref. 22), are also listed 
in table IV. For comparison the kinetic cross sections, 620, obtained from ?/o, 
are included. Comparing the cross sections it is found that the ratio, ©yjp/©Jo1'* 
equals 1.4 for the nonpolar molecules and the weakly polar molecule NF3. 
Ihe value 1.4 seems to be general for the nonpolar molecules with the ex
ception of the hydrogen isotopes for which inelastic collisions occur rarely15). 
The ratio ©P2P/©PoP tends to be higher than 1.4 for the polar molecules 
CHb 3 and CH3F and reaches even the value 4.5 for the strongly polar 
molecule CFI3CN. For CHF3, CH3F and CH3CN the cross sections for the 
[J](2) and polarizations are also much higher than their kinetic cross
sections. Since all three cross sections ©f2P, ©o2P and ©Jonrcs are sensitive to 
J-changing collisions, it follows that for these gases J-changing collisions are 
at least as probable as kinetic collisions. Excluding the strongly polar 
molecules, it is as yet not clear whether the latter fact is due to the dipole 
moment or the shape of the molecule, as ©02P/©20I> 1S also higher than 1 for 
the nonpolar, linear molecule CO2.

If one, finally, compares the cross sections for the nonpolar-polar inter
actions, then it is remarkable that ©fg1* for CH3CN-N2 has a normal 
behaviour in contrast to the extreme behaviour of ©P2P for pure CH3CN. 
The situation is similar for ©JJ^’of the systems CHsCN-He and CHsCN-Ar13). 
For the strongly polar molecules the J-changing collisions indeed seem to be 
a consequence of the dipole-dipole interactions. A comparison between 
©P2P and ©20P 1S as yet not possible since reliable data are not available for 
the calculation of the latter cross section.
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APPENDIX

Analysis of the results for the CH3CN-N2 mixtures. Assuming 
the change in the heat conductivity to be made up of two contributions, one 
positive, the other negative, the theoretical expression for )J< has the form:

AA/7/A 0 = 2^ii/n(£n) — ^12/12(^12), (A.l)

where /n(ln) and /i2(li2) are numerically calculated from the quantum- 
mechanical expressions for jvq. For the analysis of the experimental results 
we used the corresponding relation for the integrated field dependences:

6T/AT = 2^iiFn(flii Elp) — y)\2F\2(a 12 Elp), (A.2)

where

flu = I11 l(Elp) = !ii,i/(£//>)n,j andai2 = li2KEIP) = li2,i/(F//>)i2,

For convenience E\ has been replaced by E in eq. (A.2).
In expression (A.2) there are four unknown parameters: ip\\, ^12, an and 

a\2, which in principle can be obtained by solving four equations of the form 
(A.2). Since expression (A.2) is valid for all values of dT/AT, these four 
relations can be obtained by choosing four arbitrary values of <57'/Ar at 
different Elp The four points, (1), (2), (3) and (4), have in fact been taken 
at equidistant E\p values distributed over the whole measuring range. For 
a certain point (i), (6TW/AT, EW/p), eq. (A.2) can be written as

6T «>
A T = y>v.•

2y>n „ ( E <*>
------F11U11 —

Y>12 V P
^ — ^12^12 E <*>

(A.3)

Combining eq. (A.3) for points (1) and (2) yields:

2yni __ F12(a12 EM/p) 6TW/AT - Fi2(«i2£<2)//>) dTM/bT 
V>i2 ~~ Fn(au EM ip) dTW/AT - Fu(auE^lp) <5ra>/AT '

(A.4)

A similar relation holds for points (3) and (4). Eliminating 2y>u/y>i2 from the 
two equations gives:

Fn(fln EW/p) STM/kT - Fu(au EW/p) dTMfkT 
Fn(au EW/p) dT^/AT - Fn(an EM Ip) ST^/AT

Fi2(*i2 EM IP) dTWl&T - F12{a12 EW/p) dTM^T 
” pi2(«i2 EM IP) (5T(4)/Ar - Fi2(fli2 EM IP) STM/AT '

Eq. (A.5) is of the form:

Gii(«ii) = 612(^12)

(A.5)

(A.6)

where Gn and G12 are known functions.
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1

Fig. 34. Graphical solution of the half-values of the W J and W[J]W contribution to 
AA///A0 for CH3CN-N2, A'Nj = 0.19.

The eq. (A.6) is solved graphically, and thus a relation is obtained between 
an an(3 a 12 or (E/p) n,. and (E/p) 12,4. Such a relation obtained from data for 
A^n2 = 0.19 is represented by curve 1 in fig. 34. A similar relation is obtained 
by interchanging points (2) and (3) in eq. (A.5). The solution of the resulting 
equation is also shown in fig. 34 and is represented by curve 2. Curve 3 
represents a third relation between (E!p)n,> and (Efp) 12,.} and is obtained 
by taking two extra points (5) and (6). As can be seen in the figure, the 
intersections representing the solutions for (Ejp)u,y and (Ejp) 12,» lie in the 
region where (EIp) nt il(Elp) 12,« ^ 1. The graphical solution of the four 
equations in A.3, (see fig. 34) yields one intersection, i.e. the solution 
is unique. Knowing an and an the ratio 2y)nlyjn can be calculated with the 
aid of eq. (A.4), and ipn and yn are finally obtained from eq. (A.3).
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CHAPTER IV

A SECOND-ORDER ELECTRIC-FIELD EFFECT 
FOR THE HEAT CONDUCTIVITY

Synopsis
The existence of a second-order electric-field effect for the heat conductivity is 

experimentally verified. The change of the heat conductivity of a gaseous mixture of 
NH3 and No in an electric field is found to be a universal function of the ratio of the 
square of the field to the pressure. This behaviour is related to the inversion doubling 
of the NH3 molecule.

For the dilute polar gases studied so far1’2) the changes of the transport 
properties in an electric field are found to be universal functions of the ratio 
of field to pressure, E/p (first-order effect). It is the purpose of this study to 
show a clear example of a case where the heat conductivity is a universal 
function of E2lp (second-order field effect). For an analogous study of the 
viscosity we refer to a paper by the Genova group3).

If the change in the transport coefficients is a universal function of E/p, 
this is indicative for a precession frequency of the molecules proportional 
to the field: these molecules show spectroscopically a linear Stark effect4) 
and are characterized by a hamiltonian linear in the field.

Many polar molecules, however, exhibit a second-order Stark effect4). To 
this group belong: linear molecules, asymmetric top molecules and molecules 
with inversion doubling like NH3 and ND3. For these molecules deviations 
from the E\p behaviour will occur. If the field hamiltonian contains only 
a quadratic term, the transport properties are functions of E2\p. So far 
no experimental verification of such a second-order behaviour is available. 
One of the reasons is that the quadratic effect for the most simple case - 
linear molecules5) - occurs at prohibitively high values of E2lp (fields 
beyond the electrical breakdown limit of the gas). For the molecules of the
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slightly asymmetric top type, Borman ct al6) pointed out that a transition 
from a second- to a first-order effect will occur with increasing fields. The 
asymmetric-top molecules measured so far show a first-order field behaviour, 
as the experimentally employed fields are too high for a second-order 
behaviour. The molecules with inversion doubling appear to be more pro
mising. This can be seen by considering the hamiltonian for NH3 and ND37):

jr = h2 P_
2Ia

where I a, Ic, J, K and M have the usual meaning and A = hviny is the 
energy difference between the symmetrical and anti-symmetrical inversion 
state for =E 0. From eq. (1) one can obtain the precession frequency in 
the quasi classical approximation:

co(J,K,M)
1

Ti "am
I<

~pi> dE A
2(KMIP) dE j J (2)

i) In the region dE A, a> = (2K2M IJAh) (dE)2/A and the field effect will 
be a unique function of E2/p.

ii) In the region dE A, o = (K/JHi) dE, which is the usual form for the 
symmetric-top molecules, and the field effect is unique in E\p.

For NH3, d = 1.47 debye, rlnv = 24 GHz, so dE A if E 3 X 104 
V/cm. For ND3, d = 1.50 debye, vinv = 1.6 GHz, so the condition to find a 
second-order effect becomes E 2 x 103 V/cm. This is a factor 15 smaller 
than for NH3.

The foregoing considerations remain valid only as long as the energy 
uncertainty associated with the lifetime of a molecular state is small com
pared to the relevant level splitting. In the zero-field limit this restriction 
reads: #wcoll A where wcoll — 1/r with r the mean free flight time. This 
condition can be met at low pressures. An estimate for these pressures can 
be obtained from the shift in the effective inversion frequency as determined 
from microwave-absorption work of Birnbaum and Maryott8). This yields 
as a condition on the pressure region in which measurements should be 
done: p 750 torr for NH3 and p 50 torr for ND3.

For a measurement of the heat conductivity with the hot-wire method 
[chap. Ill (9)] the pressure region is limited for experimental reasons to 
about 2 torr < p < 100 torr. The lower limit is determined by Knudsen 
effects, the higher limit by convection. A measurement of a second-order 
field effect is therefore not feasible for ND3. For NH3, however, condition i) 
cannot be satisfied. Preliminary measurements on NH3 yielded for {E2lp)l 
at p = 20 torr a value of 2 X 107 V2 cm-2 torr-1 and therefore E is too high 
near saturation.
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To avoid this difficulty we make use of the fact that in a mixture of a polar 
gas with a nonpolar gas the field effect occurs in general at lower values of 
E (chap. III). Fig. 1 shows the results, as obtained with the hot-wire 
method, for the mixture NH3-N2 with a 0.71 mole fraction of N2. One 
observes that the relative change of the wire temperature, dT/^T, is indeed 
a universal function of E\jp, where E\ is the field strength at the wire. [For 
completeness the appropriate Knudsen factors (chap. Ill) are given 
to be: K6T = —0.7 torr and Ktf = 0.7 torr]. The corresponding behaviour 
of the heat conductivity is also universal in E2jp and is obtained from 
(chap. Ill):

AA///A0 = -2af d(6TIAT)ld{\n E*lp)

where a == In (R1IR2) with R1 and R2 the radii of the wire and the cylinder 
respectively and / is a correction factor for the heat losses. From the curve 
of AXff/Xo as a function of E2\p the following characteristic quantities are 
found: the saturation value, (AA^/AoJsat = —7.5 x 10-5, and {E2lp)$ = 
= 5.0 x 106 V2 cm-2 torr-1.

In this paper we have limited our considerations to the experimental 
proof of the existence of the second-order field effect. A study of the transi
tion between the second-order and the first-order regime is a rather complex 
task because of the mixing of the high field and the lifetime effects. Measure
ments on the heat conductivity of ND3 in this intermediate region, so far
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performed in Leiden, show, as expected, severe deviations from the E2lp law. 
Additional work is still required and is in progress. For a theoretical de
scription of the viscosity in this regime see the work by Levi and Tommei10).
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SAMENVATTING

In dit proefschrift worden enige onderzoekingen beschreven over de ver- 
andering van de transporteigenschappen van verdunde polaire gassen in 
een uitwendig elektrisch veld. Het vverk, weergegevcn in het cerste hoofdstuk 
resulteerde uit een samenwerking van de molecuulfysica groepen te Leiden 
en Genua. In dit hoofdstuk worden de methoden voor het meten van de 
verandering in de viscositeit (Genua) en de warmtegeleiding (Leiden) be- 
sproken. Voor een geselecteerde groep van moleculen werd de verandering 
van de beide transporteigenschappen gemeten. Hierbij werd gevonden dat 
voor zeer sterke polaire gassen de warmtegeleiding toeneemt in een elektrisch 
veld, terwijl de viscositeit de normale afname laat zien. De toename van de 
warmtegeleiding is interessant en toont aan dat een beschrijving van het 
botsingsmechanisme in termen van "direkte" en "inverse" botsingen niet 
voldoende is. Voor het vergelijken van de experimentele resultaten met de 
theorie was het noodzakelijk de twee bestaande theorieen nader uit tewerken. 
Door een synthese van beide theorieen werd een goede beschrijving van de 
experimentele resultaten verkregen.

In hoofdstuk II wordt de betrouwbaarheid van de warmtegeleidings- 
metingen onderzocht. Hiertoe werd voor NF3 met meerdere apparaten 
zowel de verandering van de warmtegeleiding in een magnetisch veld als 
in een elektrisch veld gemeten. De experimentele resultaten blijken intern 
consistent te zijn.

In hoofdstuk III wordt het positieve effect in de warmtegeleiding van de 
sterk polaire gassen nader onderzocht. Voor dit doel werden een aantal 
polaire-niet polaire gasmengsels gemeten. Deze experimenten laten duidelijk 
zien dat het veldeffect voor de warmtegeleiding is samengesteld uit een 
positieve en een negatieve bijdrage. De positieve bijdrage vertoont een 
duidelijke samenhang met de dipool-dipool wisselwerking tussen de mole
culen. Voorts worden enige effectieve botsingsdoorsneden berekend uit de
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experimentele gegevens en vergeleken met die welke bepaald zijn uit het 
elektrische veldeffect voor de viscositeit en uit absorptie van microgolven.

De hiervoor besproken onderzoekingen beperkten zich tot de gassen 
die een zogenaamde eerste orde effect vertonen, dwz. hun veldgedrag 
wordt bepaald door de verhouding van veldsterkte endruk,E\p. Het bestaan 
van een tweede orde effect (een veldgedrag bepaald door E2lp) kon experimen
ted worden geverifieerd voor een mengsel van NHyen het niet polaire gas N2. 
Het tweede orde effect van ammonia kan verklaard worden met de moleculaire 
versie van dit molecuul. Deze onderzoekingen staan beschreven in het 
laatste hoofdstuk.
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bijvak sterrekunde werd in 1964 afgelegd en het doctoraal examen experi- 
mentele natuurkunde met bijvak mechanica in 1967.

Sinds het kandidaatsexamen ben ik werkzaam op het Kamerlingh Onnes 
Laboratorium bij de werkgroep Molecuulfysica, die onder leiding staat van 
Prof. Dr. J. J. M. Beenakker. Gedurende twee jaar assisteerde ik Dr. L. J. 
F. Hermans, eerst bij metingen aan het verschil in polariseerbaarheid van 
de waterstofisotopen, daarna bij een onderzoek naar het bestaan van een 
dwars-warmtetransport in een magnetisch veld. In 1965 werkteik gedurende 
enkele maanden in het ,,Instituut voor Lage Temperaturen en Technische 
Fysica” te Leuven.

In 1966 werd ik assistent op het natuurkundig practicum.
Vanaf 1966 ben ik in dienst van de Stichting voor Fundamenteel Onder

zoek der Materie, F.O.M., eerst als wetenschappelijk assistent, later als 
wetenschappelij k medewerker.

Eind 1966 begon ik samen met Drs. A. van Oosten aan het onderzoek, dat 
in dit proefschrift beschreven staat. Een belangrijk aandeel in het verdere 
onderzoek hadden mevrouw Drs. M. Wisse-Schouten en de heer J. W. van 
den Broeke, terwijl in verschillende stadia van het experimentele werk mee- 
werkten de heren Drs. H. Moraal, Drs. W. Schippers en H. J. Martinius. De 
ervaring van Drs. W. Schippers met chemisch actieve stoffen was van veel
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nut. De constructs van de apparaten werd gerealiseerd door de heren 
P. J. M. Vreeburg en J. M. Verbeek. De nodige technische hulp werd verleend 
door de heer J. Turenhout en zijn medewerkers. De heer J. C. A. de Goede, van 
het Centraal Reken-Instituut van de Universiteit tc Leiden, was behulpzaam 
by het opstellen van een aantal computerprogramma’s.

De samenwerking met de leden van de Molecuulfysica groep van dc 
Universiteit van Genua, Prof. A. C. Levi, Prof. G. Scolesen Dr. F.Tommasini 
is van veel belang geweest voor het vergelijkcn van experiment en theorie. 
In het kader van deze samenwerking werkte ik in 1969 gedurende een maand 
aan het ,,Istituto di Fisica” van de Universiteit te Genua.

Veelprofijthebikeveneensgehad van dediscussiesmet Dr. H. 1T. P. Knaap.
Mej. A. M. Aschoff en mej. S. M. J. Ginjaar brachten het manuscript van 

dit proefschrift in getypte vorm en de heer \V. F. Tegelaar vervaardigde de 
tekeningen.
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STELLINGEN

Door de verandering van een transporteigenschap van een gas in een 
electrisch veld te vergelijken met die in een magnetisch veld, kan, met 
behulp van de waarde van het elektrische dipoolmoment, het effectieve 
magnetische dipoolmoment worden bepaald. Uit de in hoofdstuk II gegeven 
resultaten voor het elektrische en magnetische veldeffect voor de warmte- 
geleiding van NF3 volgt dat de effectieve moleculaire g-factor van dit 
molecuul ± (0.047 ± 0.005) is.

Beenakker, J. J. M. en McCourt, F. R., Ann. Rev.
Phys. Chem. 21 (1970) 47.

II

De berekende theoretische snelheidsafhankelijkheid van de totale bot- 
singsdoorsnede, die Winicur e.a. gebruiken om hun experimentele resultaten 
voor het systeem Ar-Kr te beschrijven, is onjuist.

Winicur, D. H., Knuth, E. L. en Rodgers, W. E.,
Entropie 30 (1969) 154.

III

De conclusie van Watson e.a., dat er voor supergeleidende V3X verbin- 
dingen een verband bestaat tussen de toestandsdichtheid der geleidings- 
electronen aan het Fermi oppervlak en de elektrische veldgradient ter 
plaatse van de vanadiumkernen is aan twijfel onderhevig.

Watson, R. E., Gossard, A. C. en Yavet, Y., Phys.
Rev. 140 (1965) A 375.



IV

Door Borman e.a. is experimented aangetoond dat de verandering van 
de warmtegeleiding van polaire gassen in een elektrisch wisselveld afhanke- 
lijk is van de veldfrequentie. In het gebied waar de verandering van de 
warmtegeleiding evenredig is met het kwadraat van de verhouding van veld- 
sterkte en druk, kan deze techniek, in een aantal gevallen, worden gebruikt 
voor het bepalen van een effectieve botsingsdoorsnede.

Borman, V. D., Gorelik, L. L., Nikolaev, B. I. en 
Sinitsyn, V. V., JETP Letters 5 (1967) 85.

V

Bij het publiceren van botsingsdoorsneden en botsingsgetallen is het wen- 
selijk de gebruikte definitie van deze grootheden op te geven.

Holmes, R., Jones, G. R. en Pusat, M., Trans. Fara
day Soc. 60 (1964) 299.
Tommasini, F., Levi, A. C., Scoles, G., De Groot, 
J. J., Van den Broeke, J. W., Van den Meijdenberg, 
C. J. N., Beenakker, J. J. M., Physica 49 (1970) 299.

VI

Dave e.a. concluderen uit de door hen bepaalde viscositeits-coefficienten 
van gassen dat de moleculen CH4, CF4, en SF6 een niet sferische interactie 
hebben. Deze conclusie is aanvechtbaar.

Dave, R. A. en Smith, E. B., J. chem. Phys. 52 (1970) 
693.
Dave, R. A., Maitland, G. C., Rigby, M. en Smith, 
E. B., Trans. Faraday Soc. 66 (1970) 1955.

VII

Terecht merkt Schmidt op dat het in principe niet nodig is eenkristallen 
te gebruiken om overgangen te detecteren tussen de spincomponenten van 
de fosforescerende triplettoestand van organische moleculen in afwezigheid 
van een magneetveld. Het is evenwel niet duidelijk waarom hij geen ge- 
bruik maakt van dit voordeel.

Schmidt, J., proefschrift, Leiden, 1971.

VIII

Gezien de in dit proefschrift beschreven resultaten voor polaire gassen en 
mengsels van polaire met niet-polaire gassen is het interessant om na te 
gaan welke eigenschappen voor de botsingsoperator van deze gassen volgen



uit de symmetrie-eigenschappen van de dipool-dipool wisselwerking en de 
dipool-quadrupool wisselwerking.

IX

De door Borman e.a. gebruikte formule voor het afschatten van de ge- 
middelde precessiefrequentie van polaire s)'mmetrische tol-moleculen in een 
electrisch veld, is ontoereikend voor dit doel.

Borman,, V. D., Gordienko, F. G., Medvedeyev, 
A. V., Nikolaev, B. I. en Troyan, V. I., Z.E.l.F. 
59 (1970) 1067.

X

Om het springen van flessen, welke koolzuurhoudende frisdrank bevatten, 
tevoorkomen, is het o.a.gewenst een aan dekwaliteit van deflesaangepaste 
veiligheidsdop wettelijk voor te schrijven.

N.S.D.A. rapport “Bottle Performance Guide Lines .
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